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Type Ia supernovae are most likely thermonuclear explosions of carbon/oxygen white
dwarves in binary stellar systems. These events contribute to the chemical and dynamical
evolution of their host galaxies and are essential to our understanding of the evolution of our
universe through their use as cosmological distance indicators. Nearly all of the currently
favored explosion scenarios for these supernovae involve detonations. However, modeling
astrophysical detonations can be complicated by numerical e↵ects related to grid resolution.
In addition, the fidelity of the reaction network chosen to evolve the nuclear burning can
alter the time and length scales over which the burning occurs. Multidimensional e↵ects
further complicate matters by introducing a complex cellular structure within the reaction
zone. Here, we report on how these complications can a↵ect the outcome of simulating such
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Since the time of the Big Bang, the primordial elements hydrogen (H), helium (He), and
lithium (Li) have been synthesized into heavier elements by thermonuclear reactions inside
of the stars. The change of composition resulting from these reactions causes stars to evolve
over the course of their lives. Although most stars burn through their nuclear fuel and end
their lives quietly as inert, compact objects, others end their existence in explosive deaths.
These stellar explosions are called supernovae and are among the most energetic events
known to occur in our universe. They further synthesize the matter of their progenitor
stars and distribute this material out into the interstellar medium of their host galaxies.
In the process they generate ⇠1051 ergs of kinetic energy, sending shock waves into their
surroundings, thereby contributing to galactic evolution.
The fate of individual stars depends on their initial masses. Stars that are born with
less than 8 solar masses (solar mass = M  = mass of sun = 2⇥1033 g) of material will first
burn their H fuel into He and subsequently burn this He into carbon (C) and oxygen (O). If
su ciently massive, these stars can continue to burn some of the newly formed C into O, neon
(Ne), and magnesium (Mg), but (due to their low masses) this is their final burning stage
before the nuclear reactions cease. Without energy generation from the nuclear reactions,
there is nothing to support the stars against their own self gravity and they begin to collapse.
This continues until densities become large enough to force electrons into higher energy
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states as demanded by the Pauli exclusion principle. These “degenerate” electrons become
the dominant contribution to the pressure of the the collapsing stars, and it is this electron
degeneracy pressure that finally halts the collapse. What remains after such an occurrence
is a white dwarf; a hot, dense, inert ball of (mostly) C and O1 (supported by degenerate
electrons) that slowly radiates its existing thermal energy (generated from previous burning
epochs) out into its surroundings. These objects compress roughly a solar mass of material
into a volume the size of the Earth, with an average density and temperature of about
106 g cm 3 and 107 K. Although they are inert, we will see in the upcoming sections that
these white dwarves can end their lives in thermonuclear explosions (Type Ia supernovae)
under the right conditions. Stars that are born with more than 8 M  of material can have
central densities and temperatures high enough to fuse elements as heavy as iron (Fe). After
exhausting their fuel, these stars also begin to collapse, however, the electron degeneracy
pressure is not su cient to halt the inward fall of their massive cores. In this case, the collapse
continues until the inner core is compressed slightly beyond nuclear densities (here, it is the
neutron degeneracy pressure that halts the collapse), where it then rebounds, accelerating
the inward falling material near the core outward into the remainder of the star. This
“bounce”, along with subsequent neutrino heating, powers these “core-collapse” supernovae.
Explosions of these massive stars are a separate subject and will not be discussed further
here.
Human knowledge of supernovae has accumulated over centuries of earth-based observa-
tions and more recently from space-based telescopes. The modern classification system of
supernovae is based on their spectroscopic properties. The absence of H absorption lines in a
supernova spectrum classifies it as a Type I event, while the presence of this feature classifies
a Type II event (Figure 1.1). These two classifications are divided into subcategories based
on further spectroscopic considerations. For instance, Type Ia supernovae are defined by the
presence of strong silicon (Si) absorption lines in their early and peak spectra in addition to
1In general, a white dwarf is composed of the burning products that remain after its final stage of reactions
(e.g. He, C/O, O/Ne, and O/Ne/Mg white dwarves are believed to exist) but in this work we will mostly
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Figure 1.1: Classification system for supernovae. Type Ia supernovae are defined by the
presence of strong Si absorption features in their early and peak spectra, di↵erentiating them
from all other Type I supernovae.
the absence of H (Filippenko, 1997). These Si lines are unique to Type Ia supernovae and
so di↵erentiate them from Type Ib/c events.
Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are commonly attributed to thermonuclear explosions of
C/O white dwarves (C/O WDs) in binary stellar systems and are among the brightest
phenomena ever observed. Explosions of such objects can explain the lack of H in Type Ia
spectra, and converting about 1 M  of C/O into Ni releases ⇠1051 ergs of energy. These
thermonuclear supernovae are unique among all other supernovae because they derive their
explosion energies from nuclear energy release instead of the gravitational collapse of massive
stellar cores. They are responsible for approximately 50% of the Fe production in the cosmos,
and therefore play a significant role in galactic chemical evolution. Observationally, they can
be used as cosmological distance indicators, providing unparalleled insight into the geometry
and evolution of our universe.
3
1.1 Observations
Observations of Type Ia supernovae show a roughly homogeneous group of events, both
spectroscopically and photometrically. Their light curves rise to peak brightness in ⇠15-
20 days, reaching an average magnitude of -19.3 with a variation of about 0.3 between
events (Hillebrandt et al., 2013). This rise is followed by a similarly steep decline that
transitions into an exponential decrease. Figure 1.2 shows this behavior for a group of
nearby SNe Ia sampled at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Hamuy et al., 1993),
and also illustrates a prominent correlation between light curve shapes and peak brightness
(Phillips, 1993). The spectra of SNe Ia show large amounts of high-velocity (10-20,000 km
s 1) intermediate-mass elements (IMEs; elements between the C/O fuel and the Fe peak) at
early times (Filippenko, 1997), and if detected early enough, even higher-velocity (& 25,000
km s 1) C-features can be seen (Parrent et al., 2011; Silverman and Filippenko, 2012; Zheng
et al., 2013). As the observations continue, the composition evolves toward heavier elements,
until about two weeks after peak when the spectra are dominated by lower-velocity (5-10,000
km s 1) iron-group elements (IGEs). It is believed that this behavior is due to light escaping
from a dense but expanding remnant. Just after an explosion the remnant is so dense that
it is opaque to electromagnetic radiation. However, as it expands, light can begin to escape
first from the outer regions where densities are the lowest. Then, as the expansion continues,
a photosphere recedes inward, emitting photons from deeper and deeper regions (Figure
1.3). This is why we see C-features if the event is detected promptly, IMEs at early times
(corresponding to the outer regions of the remnant), and evolution toward IGEs at later
times (as the receding photosphere reveals the inner regions). It is important to note that
these IGEs are dominated by 56Ni (⇠0.3-0.9 M  for normal events), and it is the radioactive
decay of this 56Ni (56Ni  ! 56Co  ! 56Fe) that is thought to power the optical light curves
(see Churazov et al., 2014, for recent evidence).
The homogeneous observational properties that we just outlined only hold for “normal”
(Branch et al., 1993) SNe Ia, making up about 70-75% of all events. There are also “peculiar”
subclasses of SNe Ia that account for the remainder of the population (Li et al., 2011).
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clear that essentially the same physical processes are oc-
curring in all of these explosions.
The detailed uniformity of the type Ia supernovae im-
plies that they must have some common triggering mech-
anism (see the box on page 56). Equally important, this
uniformity provides standard spectral and light-curve
templates that offer the possibility of singling out those su-
pernovae that deviate slightly from the norm. The complex
natural histories of galaxies had made them difficult to
standardize. With type Ia supernovae, however, we saw
the chance to avoid such problems. We could examine the
rich stream of observational data from each individual ex-
plosion and match spectral and light-curve fingerprints to
recognize those that had the same peak brightness.
Within a few years of their classification, type Ia su-
pernovae began to bear out that expectation. First, David
Branch and coworkers at the University of Oklahoma
showed that the few type Ia outliers—those with peak
brightness significantly different from the norm—could
generally be identified and screened out.4 Either their
spectra or their “colors” (the ratios of intensity seen
through two broadband filters) deviated from the tem-
plates. The anomalously fainter supernovae were typically
redder or found in highly inclined spiral galaxies (or both).
Many of these were presumably dimmed by dust, which
absorbs more blue light than red. 
Soon after Branch’s work, Mark Phillips at the Cerro
Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile showed that
the type Ia brightness outliers also deviated from the tem-
plate light curve—and in a very predictable way.5 The su-
pernovae that faded faster than the norm were fainter at
their peak, and the slower ones were brighter (see figure
1). In fact, one could use the light curve’s time scale to pre-
dict peak brightness and thus slightly recalibrate each su-
pernova. But the great majority of type Ia supernovae, as
Branch’s group showed, passed the screening tests and
were, in fact, excellent standard candles that needed no
such recalibration.6
Cosmological distances
When the veteran Swiss researcher Gustav Tammann and
his student Bruno Leibundgut first reported the amazing
uniformity of type Ia supernovae, there was immediate in-
terest in trying to use them to determine the Hubble con-
stant, H0, which measures the present expansion rate of
the cosmos. That could be done by finding and measuring
a few type Ia supernovae just beyond the nearest clusters
of galaxies, that is, explosions that occurred some 100 mil-
lion years ago. An even more challenging goal lay in the
tantalizing prospect that we could find such standard-
candle supernovae more than ten times farther away and
thus sample the expansion of the universe several billion
years ago. Measurements using such remote supernovae
might actually show the expected slowing of the expansion
rate by gravity. Because that deceleration rate would de-
pend on the cosmic mean mass density rm, we would, in ef-
fect, be weighing the universe.
If mass density is, as was generally supposed a decade
ago, the primary energy constituent of the universe, then
the measurement of the changing expansion rate would
also determine the curvature of space and tell us about
whether the cosmos is finite or infinite. Furthermore, the
fate of the universe might be said to hang in the balance:
If, for example, we measured a cosmic deceleration big
enough to imply a rm exceeding the “critical density” rc
(roughly 10–29 gm/cm3), that would indicate that the uni-
verse will someday stop expanding and collapse toward an
apocalyptic “Big Crunch.”
All this sounded enticing: fundamental measure-
ments made with a new distance standard bright enough
to be seen at cosmological distances. The problem was that
type Ia supernovae are a pain in the neck, to be avoided if
anything else would do. At the time, a brief catalog of rea-
sons not to pursue cosmological measurement with type Ia
supernovae might have begun like this: 
! They are rare. A typical galaxy hosts only a couple of
type Ia explosions per millennium.
! They are random, giving no advance warning of where
to look. But the scarce observing time at the world’s largest
telescopes, the only tools powerful enough to measure
these most distant supernovae adequately, is allocated on
the basis of research proposals written more than six
months in advance. Even the few successful proposals are
granted only a few nights per semester. The possible oc-













































Figure 1. Light curves of nearby, low-redshift type Ia super-
novae measured by Mario Hamuy and coworkers.7 (a) Ab-
solute magnitude, an inverse logarithmic measure of intrinsic
brightness, is plotted against time (in the star’s rest frame) be-
fore and after peak brightness. The great majority (not all of
them shown) fall neatly onto the yellow band. The figure
emphasizes the relatively rare outliers whose peak brightness
or duration differs noticeably from the norm. The nesting of
the light curves suggests that one can deduce the intrinsic
brightness of an outlier from its time scale. The brightest
supernovae wax and wane more slowly than the faintest. (b)
Simply by stretching the time scales of individual light
curves to fit the norm, and then scaling the brightness by an
amount determined by the required time stretch, one gets all
the type Ia light curves to match.5,8
 This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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Figure 1.2: (a) Collection of nearby SNe Ia light curves as observed and (b) after parameter











Figure 1.3: Cartoon depicting a dense, expanding SNe Ia remnant just after an explosion.
The receding photosphere first shows the unburned C (blue) in the outer edge, followed by
the IMEs (red), and subsequently IGEs (black)
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About 20% of all events are noticeably dimmer than normal (⇠1 magnitude fainter). These
subluminous SNe Ia have faster declining light curves, higher amounts of IMEs and very
little 56Ni (⇠0.1 M ) relative to normal events. A prototypical example of this subclass is
SN1991bg (Filippenko et al., 1992a). There are also SNe Ia that are much brighter than
normal (⇠1 magnitude brighter). These overluminous events, exemplified by SN1991T
(Filippenko et al., 1992b), are very energetic and make up about 10% of the total Ia
population. Their light curves rise and fall more slowly than normal and are estimated
to produce as much as 1.5-1.8 M  of 56Ni.
1.2 Cosmological Distance Indicators
In astronomy, a standard candle is an object whose intrinsic brightness is known, so its
apparent brightness provides its distance through the inverse square law. Cepheid variables
are one such example; their luminosity (directly related to intrinsic brightness) is related
to the period of their oscillations in apparent brightness. Because there is a way to
determine their intrinsic brightness, they can be used as distance indicators (standard
candles). Although Cepheid variables can be about 100⇥ as bright as the sun, they can
only be seen out to distances of ⇠30 Mpc. Type Ia supernovae, on the other hand, can be as
bright as an entire galaxy, making them visible across the universe, up to distances of ⇠10
Gpc. However, surveys of relatively nearby SNe Ia show that these events have variation in
intrinsic brightness, so they are not “standard candles” as defined. Phillips (1993), however,
determined a relationship between their intrinsic brightness and the shape of their light
curves. He found that brighter SNe Ia have light curves that fall o↵ more slowly after peak,
whereas dimmer SNe Ia fall o↵ more quickly. This “broader is brighter” relationship (Phillips
relation) can be seen in Figure 1.2. By parameterizing SNe Ia light curves, their intrinsic
brightness can be deduced, allowing their use as “standardizable candles” in observational
cosmology. It is important to investigate the explosion mechanism that drives SNe Ia in
order to refine our understanding of this relationship and what, if any, dependence it has on
redshift.
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1.3 Type Ia Explosion Mechanisms
Although there seems to be general agreement that SNe Ia arise from exploding C/O WDs,
there is still no consensus on the path(s) that lead to explosion. But, if these C/O WDs are
very stable, inert objects with no nuclear reactions occurring, what causes them to explode?
As mentioned earlier, it appears that a companion star is required to drive them toward
explosion, and it is the nature of the companion that divides the explosion scenarios into
di↵erent categories. In the subsections that follow we will examine the most prominent of
these scenarios and point out strengths and weaknesses of each of them.
1.3.1 Single-Degenerate Scenario
In the single-degenerate scenario (Wheeler and Hansen, 1971; Whelan and Icko, 1973), a
C/O WD accretes matter (H or He) from a non-degenerate companion star (main sequence,
giant, or He-burning star). This accreted matter is burned stably to C and O on the surface
of the WD, thereby increasing its mass and central density. As the WD approaches the
Chandrasekhar-mass2, densities and temperatures near its center reach values where C-
burning ignites. This ignition is followed by a phase of convective C-burning that lasts
for centuries (Woosley et al., 2004) before eventually leading to a runaway that incinerates
the entire object. The sequence of events that follows the onset of nuclear runaway is
still uncertain, but in general, burning can proceed as a detonation or a deflagration. If a
detonation occurs, a burning front will travel supersonically (driven by shock compression)
through the WD. In this case, there is not su cient time for the star to expand before it
is processed entirely into IGEs (Arnett, 1969; Woosley and Weaver, 1986), in contrast to
observations. Because they do not produce the IMEs observed in Type Ia spectra, pure
detonations (in near-Chandrasekhar-mass WDs) are generally not accepted as a suitable
explanation for thermonuclear supernovae. Deflagrations, on the other hand, propagate
subsonically through the progenitor (driven by thermal conductivity and convection), leaving
2The Chandrasekhar-mass is the limiting mass beyond which the electron degeneracy pressure can no
longer support a star against its own self gravity. For a C/O WD, this value is 1.4 M .
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adequate time for the star to expand as the flame advances. This expansion causes some of
the burning to occur at lower densities, leaving behind IMEs as observed. Hillebrandt and
Röpke (2005) have shown that pure deflagrations can generate enough energy to explode a
WD but does not produce enough 56Ni to power the observed light curves, except perhaps
in the lowest energy events. Another obstacle facing pure deflagration models is that a
substantial amount of mixing occurs in the simulated ejecta (due to large-scale convection),
which is inconsistent with the stratified composition inferred from the spectra (Stehle et al.,
2005).
Due to these contrary results, it seems the most probable mechanism to explode a near-
Chandrasekhar-mass WD via the single-degenerate channel is a turbulent deflagration which
transitions into a detonation (Hillebrandt and Niemeyer, 2000) at some point during the
explosion. The initial deflagration serves to “pre-expand” the WD as it burns subsonically,
decreasing the density in the outer regions. Then, when the transistion to a detonation
occurs, the remainder of the star in incinerated at these lower densities, resulting in a
central region of 56Ni (and other IGEs) surrounded by a substantial amount IMEs (from
incomplete burning). The amount of pre-expansion determines how much 56Ni will be
provided by the explosion, and this 56Ni establishes the luminosity of the event. There are
several di↵erent variations of this deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) mechanism,
each defined by the way in which the transition occurs; e.g. delayed-detonation (Khokhlov,
1991), gravitationally-confined detonation (Plewa et al., 2004), pulsating-reverse detonation
(Bravo and Garćıa-Senz, 2006). For instance, in the delayed-detonation model, the subsonic
flame is eventually torn apart by turbulence as it travels into the low-density fuel in the
outer regions of the WD, leading to a spontaneous transition to a detonation. However,
the DDT mechanism is poorly understood even in terrestrial combustion studies, so the
transition to detonation must be manually implemented, leaving the critical density (⇢c) at
which the transition occurs as an unknown parameter: Previous studies suggest (Gamezo
et al., 2005) that ⇢c ⇠ 107 g cm 3 can produce results consistent with SNe Ia observations.
Such parameterized models have been shown to reliably match light curves and elemental
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abundances (Kasen et al., 2009), but further investigation is needed to help establish a
theoretical understanding.
In the past, the single-degenerate explosion scenario was favored due to its ability to
explain the homogeneity among SNe Ia observations; explosions of near-Chandrasekhar-
mass WDs (similar initial conditions) produce similar results. However, large SNe Ia surveys
conducted over the last decade have pointed out the diversity of these events, opening the
door for other explosion scenarios to account for (at least) peculiar events. There are also
concerns of whether this scenario alone can produce the observed rate of normal SNe Ia,
especially with the narrow range of mass transfer rates that are required for a successful
explosion (Ruiz-Lapuente, 2014). In addition, studies of the observed delay-time distribution
show a bimodal behavior, with a prompt (<500 Myr) and delayed (> 800 Myr) population.
The evolutionary path of a binary system leading to explosion via the SD channel has
di culties explaining this temporal distribution. Thus, it seems likely that more than one
progenitor scenario contributes to the overall SNe Ia population.
1.3.2 Double-Degenerate Scenario
In the double-degenerate scenario, the companion star is another WD, and it is the merger
of the two WDs that leads to a thermonuclear explosion in this case (Webbink, 1984;
Iben and Tutukov, 1984). The merger can occur under various circumstances. In the
traditional version, the twoWDs (with combined mass greater than the Chandrasekhar mass)
slowly spiral inward toward each other as the system loses energy through the emission of
gravitational waves. Eventually, the secondary (less massive) WD approaches too closely to
the primary and is torn apart by their gravitational interaction, forming a thick accretion disk
around the primary3. The primary gains mass through this accretion, and as it approaches
the Chandrasekhar mass, C-burning ignites near its center and gives rise to a SNe Ia.
However, the high mass transfer rate that this implies (Ṁ ⇠ 1⇥10 5 M  yr 1) should
3The mass transfer is expected to occur in a runaway manner because a WD increases its radius (and
decreases its Roche lobe) as it loses mass.
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cause a C-deflagration in the outer region of the merged object that would travel slowly
inward, converting the C/O WD into an O/Ne/Mg WD. In this case, as the Chandrasekhar
mass is approached, this object would collapse to form a neutron star (Saio and Nomoto,
1985) instead of producing a thermonuclear supernova.
Recent simulations, however, have shown that double WD systems with mass ratios
near unity can lead to violent mergers (Pakmor et al., 2010, 2011, 2012). In this case, the
secondary WD is torn apart just before the objects make contact, and the in-falling material
directly impacts the surface of the primary. This leads to thermodynamic conditions suitable
for a detonation to occur during the merger that incinerates the entire object. It is important
to note that the primary WD is essentially unaltered by the merger, so the detonation
occurs in a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD (densities . 5⇥107 g cm 3) surrounded by the
disrupted matter of the secondary. As we will see in the next subsection, simulations of
pure detonations in sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WDs produce explosion energies and isotopic
yields that can agree with observations. These violent merger simulations have revived the
double-degenerate scenario after its having fallen out of favor for decades. In addition,
binary population studies (Ruiter et al., 2012) have shown this scenario to agree with the
observed SNe Ia rate, but only if all mergers (total mass above or below the Chandrasekhar-
mass) lead to SNe Ia. This is far from certain, however, as detonations in (even the most
likely) violent merger models must be manually ignited (due to unresolved length scales)
once thermodynamic conditions are believed to be suitable.
Another possible mechanism that falls into this category is the collision of two WDs.
This might be realized in regions of high star density such as galactic centers or globular
clusters (Benz et al., 1989), or possibly in triple-star systems (Thompson, 2011). Although
most studies (e.g. Benz et al. (1989); Lorén-Aguilar et al. (2010); Raskin et al. (2009, 2010);
Rosswog et al. (2009)) show these systems would lead to atypical SNe Ia events, recent work
by Katz and Dong (2012) and Kushnir et al. (2013) show that collisions in triple-star systems
might be capable of reproducing the observed SNe Ia rate.
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1.3.3 Double-Detonation Scenario
In the double-detonation scenario a C/O WD stably accretes He from either a He-burning
star or a He-rich WD, which builds up a layer of He on its surface. Compressional heating
near the bottom of this layer, or direct impact of the accretion stream onto the WD, might
lead to a He-detonation. This surface detonation is believed to be capable of inducing a
subsequent detonation in the underlying C/O core, which then incinerates the entire object
before reaching the Chandrasekhar-mass, producing a SNe Ia. This secondary detonation
can be ignited either directly, as the He-detonation transitions into a C-detonation at the
He-C/O interface (“edge-lit” case), or due to compression of the core as a converging
shockwave (produced as the He-detonation travels around the WD surface) meets somewhere
o↵-center (“core-compression” case). Unlike the single-degenerate scenario, which involves
a Chandrasekhar-mass WD, pure detonations in these sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WDs (with
lower densities) are capable of producing IMEs in the outer ejecta. Sim et al. (2010) simulated
detonations of naked sub-Chandrasekhar-mass C/O WDs ranging from 0.81-1.15 M . They
showed that, along with a substantial amount of IMEs, such detonations were capable of
producing 56Ni masses that correspond to the known range of SNe Ia luminosities. However,
they did not include the initial He-detonations (or the resulting ashes) in their models.
Traditionally, when the He-detonations are included in models, they produce a significant
amount of IGEs (including 56Ni) in the outer ejecta. These IGEs are the results of burning
the massive (0.1-0.2 M ) He-shells that were previously believed necessary to ignite and
su ciently strengthen the initial He-detonation. However, simulations by Fink et al. (2010)
have recently shown that detonations can propagate in very thin He-shells (⇠0.005 M ),
which robustly lead to secondary detonations of the C/O core via core compression. Due
to the lower masses of these He-shells, and the lower densities that this implies, incomplete
burning leaves behind relatively little IGEs and no 56Ni (Fink et al., 2010), resulting in much
better agreement with observations. However, a remaining obstacle for this explosion models
is the overproduction of 44Ti, which is not seen in normal SNe Ia Kromer et al. (2010).
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1.4 SNe Ia Simulations
It is clear from the previous section that detonations play a critical role in most SNe Ia
explosion scenarios, and therefore it is important to study them. However, simulating
thermonuclear supernovae is complicated by a range of length scales that spans roughly 10
orders of magnitude. The progenitor WD that is to be exploded has a radius of⇠108 cm while
the detonation fronts can be less than ⇠10 1 cm. Even with our most advanced computing
capabilities it is impossible to resolve these microscopic burning fronts in full-star simulations.
Therefore, the shock interface is typically modeled as a discontinuity between fuel and ashes
that is spread out numerically over several computational zones. The resolution of these
zones is ⇠1 km in the most expensive models. In order to evolve the unresolved nuclear
burning that occurs in these simulations one can employ a nuclear reaction network (of
various sizes) that is solved in situ during the calculations or use an approximate model of
the burning. The latter approach is computationally less expensive but the fidelity of the
results can be compromised due to inaccurate feedback of nuclear energy into the fluid and
the altered abundances that this implies
1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2, we will give the necessary background information on detonation theory in
preparation for discussions in the upcoming chapters. Chapter 3 investigates numerical
complications that can arise when modeling reactive, astrophysical shocks. The results of
this chapter will help inform our decisions of how to handle such issues during the remainder
of this work. Chapter 4 focuses on how resolution and the fidelity of nuclear kinetics can
a↵ect the outcome of 1D detonations, while Chapter 5 is concerned with how the 1D results
can be altered when moving into higher dimensions where burning occurs in a cellular mode.




Detonation Theory & Previous Work
A detonation is a supersonic mode of combustion in which a compressed, reactive shock
induces chemical or nuclear reactions as it moves into a fuel source, and it is the energy
released by these reactions that sustains its propagation. The first theoretical model of
detonations was developed by Chapman (1899) and Jouguet (1905) at the turn of the
twentieth century (CJ-theory). In this 1D model, the shock is represented by a sharp
discontinuity between burned (ashes) and unburned (fuel) material. As the shock moves
into the fuel, the reactions occur instantaneously, releasing all energy and leaving completely
burned ashes behind it. Given the energy released by burning fuel into ash, the detonation
velocity and post-shock thermodynamic state can be obtained, however, this model fails to
describe the structure of the detonation (e.g. reaction zone). The work of Zel’dovich (1940),
von Neumann (1942), and Döring (1943) expanded on CJ-theory by allowing burning to
proceed according to appropriate reaction rates (i.e. over a finite interval of time) after the
passage of the discontinuous shock, thereby describing a finite reaction zone with an extended
thermodynamic profile behind the shock (ZND-theory). In this 1D model, a burning length
can be defined as the product of the detonation velocity and the total time to achieve a
particular ash state.
The properties of such detonations can be determined by considering the conservation
equations for mass, momentum, and energy flux at the shock interface. Assuming a frame
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of reference where the shock is stationary, these equations are, respectively,
⇢0D = ⇢(D   u), (2.1)
P0 + ⇢0D
2 = P + ⇢(D   u)2, (2.2)
and




2 + q = E + PV +
1
2
(D   u)2. (2.3)
The variables with a “0” subscript represent the fuel conditions and the non-subscripted
variables represent the conditions of the ashes, where P is the pressure, V is the volume, ⇢
is the specific density (1/V), u is the fluid velocity, E is the specific internal energy, D is the
detonation velocity, and q is the specific energy released from burning the fuel to a particular
ash state. By eliminating the fluid velocity, u, from equations (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain the
Rayleigh Line,
R = (P   P0)  ⇢20D2(V0   V ) = 0, (2.4)
which represents the fluid conditions inside the reaction zone after the passage of a shock
moving into a fuel (of given initial conditions) with velocity D. By using equations (2.1) and
(2.2) to eliminate the fluid velocity, u, and detonation velocity, D, from equation 2.3, we
obtain the equation for the Hugoniot curve,
H = (P   P0)(V   V0)  2(E0   E + q) = 0. (2.5)
This equation represents all possible fluid states behind the shock after energy q has been
released from burning a fuel with given initial conditions. It is the intersection of the Rayleigh
line with di↵erent Hugoniot curves (corresponding to di↵erent values of q) that describe the
actual post-shock fluid conditions for a specific detonation.
Figure 2.1 shows a Hugoniot curve representing the final state of the fluid behind the
shock after all reactions have finished, releasing energy q. There are also three Rayleigh lines
shown with di↵erent slopes (-⇢20D
2) corresponding to di↵erent detonation velocities. The blue
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Rayleigh line has a detonation velocity that is too small to intersect the Hugoniot curve and,
therefore, does not represent a physical solution based on the assumptions of our initial
conditions and energy release. The green Rayleigh line is tangent to the Hugoniot curve and
so intersects it at a single point. The detonation velocity corresponding to this Rayleigh line
is the one predicted by CJ-theory (DCJ), and represents the minimum possible speed for the
detonation. For this unique solution, there is a sonic point at the end of the reaction zone
and, therefore, all energy released by the burning contributes to its propagation. For C/O
fuel with initial densities less than 2⇥107 g cm 3, self-sustained detonations travel at this
speed. Above DCJ , the Rayleigh line intersects the Hugoniot curve at two points marked
S (strong) and W (weak) in Figure 2.1. Detonations corresponding to the strong point are
overdriven and are characterized by an overdrive parameter f = ( D
DCJ
)2. They do not have
a sonic point in the reaction zone so the flow is subsonic relative to the shock. Therefore,
disturbances can catch up to and influence the shock. Detonations corresponding to the
weak point can be shown to be unphysical and so they are disregarded (Fickett and Davis,
1979). For fuel densities greater than 2⇥107 g cm 3, Si-reactions become endothermic due
to photodissociations, causing a sonic point within the reaction zone. These detonations are
pathological and travel at speeds DP > DCJ for the self-sustained case. Although greater
than DCJ , pathological detonation velocities only exceed DCJ by a few percent. For such
detonations, the overdrive parameter is defined as f = ( D
DP
)2.
Figure 2.2 shows a Rayleigh line plotted along with two Hugoniot curves. Curve S is an
adiabat representing the possible fluid states before any reactions have occurred (equation
2.5 with q = 0) while curve NSE represents a post-shock adiabat where burning has reached
completion. The initial state of the ashes are represented by the point labeled IC, and
the Rayleigh line must pass through (and pivot from) this point. After the passage of the
shock, the fluid conditions jump to point Sh on the shock adiabat that is determined by
the detonation velocity, D (because the slope of the Rayleigh line is  ⇢20D2). This point









Figure 2.1: P-V diagram showing three di↵erent regimes for a given detonation velocity.
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occurred. The state of the fluid then moves down the Rayleigh line until it intersects the
Hugoniot curve (NSE) where it has reached its final state at point F.
Despite the many successes of these 1D models, they do not fully agree with experimental
results. Real (i.e. multi-D) detonations exhibit a complex cellular pattern within their
reaction zones and can propagate at a slightly reduced speed relative to 1D results. A physical
burning front consists of alternating regions of Mach stems and incident shocks connected
by transverse waves that extend back into the reaction zone (see subsection 3.2.2 and Figure
3.7). The points where these three structures meet are called triple-shock configurations, or
triple-points, and it is the paths of these high-pressure points which trace out a characteristic
cellular pattern (see Section 2.2). Cellular detonations were first observed in terrestrial gases
by Denisov and Troshin (1959) and Voitsekhovskii et al. (1963). The cellular pattern can be
recorded experimentally, for example, as the triple-points etch their paths on the inside of
soot covered “flame-tubes” (Fickett and Davis, 1979). Computational studies (Oran et al.,
1998; Gamezo et al., 1999a) show that cellular burning can create low-pressure pockets of
unreacted gas, the presence of which increases the length of the reaction zone compared to
1D results and can play an important role in the propagation and extinction of detonations.
Gamezo et al. (1999a) noted that the cell sizes and regularity of the final structure were only
dependent on the chemical kinetics, and not on the peturbations used to disrupt the initially
planar detonation front.
Boisseau et al. (1996) were the first to demonstrate the existence of cellular detonations
in degenerate C/O fuel, representative of SNe Ia environments. They compared their results
to the previous 1D studies of Khokhlov (1989), who calculated three distinct burning lengths
(xC ⌧ xO ⌧ xSi) corresponding to the burning time scales for C, O, and Si1. Analogous to
terrestrial detonations, Boisseau et al. (1996) showed that cellular burning created pockets
of incompletely burned material which increased the length of the C-burning region, slightly
decreased the detonation velocity, and changed the resulting composition relative to 1D
results. Similar to Gamezo et al. (1999a), the structure that developed was shown to depend









Figure 2.2: P-V diagram showing the path taken by a fluid element as a reactive shock
front passes.
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only on the material properties, and was independent of the initial perturbation, grid size,
and boundary conditions. Although only the C-burning region was resolved in their study,
Boisseau et al. (1996) speculated on the importance of the Si-burning cells, expressing the
need to investigate their role in DDT models and detonation quenching.
Performing simulations of C/O detonations at low SNe Ia densities (1⇥ 106   3⇥ 107 g
cm 3), Gamezo et al. (1999b) investigated the di↵erent cell sizes corresponding to the 1D C-,
O-, and Si-burning regions. They found that cellular structure increased the length of the C-
and O-burning regions by a factor of 1.6 and the Si-burning region by a factor of 1.3 relative
to 1D results. The increased burning lengths imply that incomplete burning can occur at
higher densities than determined from 1D calculations. Gamezo et al. (1999b) explained that,
considering these revised results, fits of delayed-detonation models to observation would yield
a higher critical density at which DDT can occur. They estimated that ⇢c could be increased
by ⇠6% when the Si-length is increased by ⇠30%. They also anticipated increased mixing
of species due to the presence of incomplete and complete burning regions in the reaction
zone, and suggested that this could be observable in the final composition distribution and
velocities of the ejecta. The incomplete energy release from low-density burning was found
to create conditions su cient for detonation extinction in some cases.
Timmes et al. (2000b) simulated cellular detonations in pure C to investigate how spatial
resolution might a↵ect such simulations. With a fuel density of 107 g cm 3, they showed
that the size of the burning cells were not significantly a↵ected over the range of resolutions
they considered (10 1 - 1.25⇥10 2 cm), but the main features of the detonation front were
strongly dependent. The curvature of the weak incident shocks and the strength of the
triple-points and transverse waves were all shown to be influenced by the spatial resolution,
and the di↵erences between the incomplete and complete burning regions were also a↵ected.




Burning Within Numerical Shocks
As discussed in Section 1.4, simulating detonations in astrophysical environments can be
complicated by numerical approximations to shock structure. A common prescription to
ensure correct detonation speeds and associated quantities is to prohibit burning inside the
numerically broadened shock. In this chapter, we present a series of simulations intended to
verify the e cacy of this approximation and to understand how resolution and dimensionality
might a↵ect its use1.
3.1 Introduction
Shocks are ubiquitous in astrophysical settings. In particular, the mechanisms which drive
events such as novae, x-ray bursts, and Type Ia supernovae are all posited to involve
detonations, a supersonic burning regime maintained by energy release from the propagation
of a compressed, reactive shock. In all these cases, the explosive events are powered by rapid
thermonuclear energy release and, therefore, share several characteristics. Here, we restrict
our immediate attention to the most energetic of these thermonuclear events – thermonuclear
supernovae – but the bulk of our results are generally applicable.
1Note that this material appeared in Papatheodore and Messer (2014).
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Modern hydrodynamics codes are capable of realistically modeling such stellar detona-
tions, however, numerical approximations to shock structure can threaten the fidelity of such
simulations if not properly treated. A physical shock is considered to be infinitesimally thin
under such conditions, so fuel spends very little time within the shock itself as the detonation
propagates. This means that an insignificant amount of burning occurs naturally inside of
a shock. The width of a numerical shock, however, is constrained by the hydrodynamics
scheme and spatial resolution employed in a simulation. For example, an Eulerian PPM
scheme typically artificially widens a shock to approximately 2-4 computational zones, so on
a su ciently coarse grid an appreciable amount of burning may occur inside the shock (for
other methods, the shock can be spread to 20 zones or more (see Oran and Boris, 2000). Any
burning that takes place within the numerical shock does so under erroneous thermodynamic
conditions since the density and temperature have not yet reached their post-shock values
where the reactions would physically occur.
Astrophysical shocks are very often under-resolved because of the disparity of scales in
these problems, and therefore the discrepancy between real and numerical shock structure
can lead to behavior that is not realized in nature. Specifically, Fryxell et al. (1989) showed
that energy deposition in the leading edge of an under-resolved C-burning shock can generate
a secondary shock structure, but is a numerical artifact, that propagates ahead of the true
shock at speeds greater than the Chapman-Jouguet velocity. These results are unacceptable
since both the increased detonation speed and double shock sequence disrupt the structure
of the reaction zone. Behind the location of the true shock, the resulting abundances and
thermodynamic state converge to the correct values when evolving the simulation with a
conservative method, but conclusions which depend on specific aspects of the propagation
and reaction zone details will be fundamentally flawed and possibly misinterpreted. A
common prescription to ameliorate these nonphysical results is to prohibit burning inside of a
numerical shock (Fryxell et al., 1989), ensuring that burning does not occur until the correct
post-shock conditions are reached. This approach eliminates the secondary shock structure
and restores the proper detonation speed to the models. This remedy is especially relevant
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for astrophysical simulations where burning lengths are often smaller than the numerical
shock width.
Here, we explore the e↵ects of modifying the burning prescription in both 1D and 2D
detonation simulations in order to fully understand the ramifications of this prescription,
and, in particular, its e↵ect on cellular burning. Simulations which intend to inform sub-
grid flame models (for use in full-star simulations) with realistic detonation input must be
capable of capturing the dynamic cellular burning front when densities of interest are such
that detonation cellular sizes become comparable to scales just below the spatial resolution
actually achieved in full-star simulations. As we shall see, an arbitrary prohibition on burning
within a simulated shock can have a direct e↵ect on the formation of cellular structure due
to numerical considerations.
3.2 Simulations
1D and 2D detonations were modeled in a numerical laboratory which approximates
conditions in the outer reactive regions of SNe Ia2. The fuel consisted of a 50-50 C/O
composition at rest with a temperature of 1⇥ 107 K. Fuel densities were chosen separately
for the 1D and 2D cases to demonstrate two distinct issues that can arise when modeling
reactive shocks. The computational domain spanned 6144 cm in length by 128 cm wide
with reflecting boundary conditions at the left (ash) end, outflow at the right (fuel) end, and
periodic conditions along the length at y = 0 and y = 128 cm. This setup was chosen to
resemble a small section of a detonating WD with adequate resolution to track the details
of the reaction zone. Figure 3.1 illustrates the setup, including only a small section of
the domain so that the match head region and the structure of the adaptive mesh may be
discerned. The detonations were ignited by a “match head” region with a temperature
and x-velocity of 1⇥ 1010 K and 1⇥ 109 cm s 1 at the left end of the domain. After,
ignition, these detonations evolved to their self-sustained conditions (Sharpe, 1999) as they
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Figure 3.1: Temperature as a function of position for a small section of the problem setup
along with the adaptive mesh (shown only on the bottom of the figure). Red (1⇥ 1010 K)
denotes the “match head” region used to ignite the fuel shown in blue (1⇥ 107 K).
propagated down the “tube”. Nuclear kinetics were advanced according to a 13-isotope ↵-
chain plus heavy-ion reaction network, Aprox13, which has been shown to capture energy
generation rates for C and O comparable to larger networks without their computational
burden (Timmes et al., 2000b). The reactions included (↵,  ) and (↵, p)(p,  ) links as well
as their reverse sequences among the 13 isotopes 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar,
40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 52Fe, and 56Ni.
3.2.1 1D
We simulated 1D detonations with fuel densities of 1 ⇥ 109, 5 ⇥ 108, 1 ⇥ 108, and 5 ⇥ 107
g cm 3 in order to quantify and explain the issues found by Fryxell et al. (1989) in under-
resolved numerical shocks for a variety of SNe Ia regimes. These simulations were performed
with a maximum spatial resolution of 0.5 cm, with burning allowed and then forbidden
within the numerical shock. With no restrictions on burning, the 1⇥109 and 5⇥ 108 g cm 3



































Figure 3.2: Results from the 1D simulations showing the secondary shock structure in
the density profile due to unresolved C-burning (0.5-cm resolution) at t ⇠ 10 6s. The solid
curves show the outcome when shock burning is allowed and the dashed curves show the
results when burning is prohibited in the shock. The di↵erent pairs of curves correspond
to the di↵erent initial fuel densities of 1 ⇥ 109, 5 ⇥ 108, 1 ⇥ 108, and 5⇥ 107 g cm 3. We
can see that preventing burning in the shock eliminates the nonphysical shock structure in





























Figure 3.3: A zoomed in view of the density profiles from the 1⇥ 108 and 5⇥ 107 g cm 3
simulations. Although they do not show a secondary shock, there are di↵erences in their
peak values corresponding to premature burning conditions inside the shock as opposed to
the proper post-shock conditions.
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Fryxell et al. (1989) while the lower-density models did not. With burning prohibited in the
shocks, the nonphysical shock waves were eliminated and correct detonation velocities were
restored to the a↵ected higher-density models, again in agreement with the results of Fryxell
et al. (1989). This behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.2 which shows the resulting density
profiles from the simulations. The solid and dashed curves in this figure correspond to the
cases where burning within the shock is allowed and forbidden, respectively. Figure 3.3 is a
magnified view of the lowest-density profiles, showing that although the two lower-density
models do not exhibit a secondary shock, they di↵er in peak density since the case with
burning within the shock forbidden processes the fuel at post-shock conditions while the
case which allows burning in the shock does so under premature conditions. The observed
o↵set of the front position between the two cases (with burning allowed and forbidden within
the shock) is due to the numerical extent of the shock.
Significant adverse e↵ects due to burning within the shock are only observed for the
higher-density models since their C-burning lengths are smaller than those at lower densities.
This allows a significant amount of C to be burned in the leading zones of the shock on a
su ciently coarse grid, creating a secondary shock structure. The speed of the nonphysical
shock is greater than the CJ-velocity and is resolution-dependent (LeVeque et al., 1998),
confirming it as a numerical artifact. Although the lower-density models are not a✏icted
by a secondary shock, it should be noted that all of these detonations are under-resolved.
This can be seen in Figure 3.4 which shows the maximum value of nuclear energy generation
versus simulation time for ⇢i = 5⇥ 107 g cm 3 at three di↵erent grid resolutions. Only
the 0.03125-cm model is well enough resolved that the energy release has converged to the
correct value. The oscillations in this figure are a numerical consequence of stepping through
individual computational zones at the detonation front at discrete time intervals.
3.2.2 2D
We simulated 2D detonations to determine how the treatment of burning in and around the











































Figure 3.4: Maximum of nuclear energy release rate versus time for the ⇢i = 5⇥ 107 g cm 3
simulation with 0.5-, 0.125-, and 0.03125-cm maximum resolution. At 0.5-cm resolution the
energy release is under-resolved and at 0.03125-cm and above the rate has converged to its
steady value.
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without explictly perturbing the fuel, although numerical noise from roundo↵ errors can
be su cient to seed the transverse instability (Gamezo et al., 1999a) that leads to cellular
burning. For comparison, we then performed a second series in which fuel perturbations
were explicitly defined. The perturbation was a 5-cm wide region, placed 20 cm in front
of the match head, in which the density of each zone was assigned a random value from
a range 1% above to 1% below the density assigned to the rest of the flame tube. The
detonations propagated in to fuel with a density of 5⇥ 107 g cm 3 and were simulated with
burning allowed and forbidden within the shock as spatial resolution was improved. At this
density, the grid was su ciently refined to prevent the development of a secondary shock
over the range of resolutions that we considered, thereby eliminating 1D complications from
the results.
Here we have restricted our attention to densities greater than 2⇥ 107 g cm 3 (patho-
logical regime) to avoid using over-driven detonations (Domı́nguez and Khokhlov, 2011).
Indeed, all of our detonations begin with over-driven initial conditions but eventually
relax to a steady, self-sustained state at which they propagate. At densities below
2⇥ 107 g cm 3, our detonations decay and are eventually quenched as the over-driven
support diminishes with time. It is possible to include constant support to these low-
density detonations: Gamezo et al. (1999b) e↵ectively support their simulated detonations at
low densities (1⇥ 106 - 3⇥ 107 g cm 3) by utilizing a moving grid. However, the structure
of supported detonations di↵er from their unsupported counterparts (higher temperatures
lead to decreased burning lengths and change the subsequent energy release; Sharpe, 1999).
Therefore, we choose a density range to make connections with earlier works and to clearly
delineate the e↵ects of burning in numerical shocks.
The results from the unperturbed series can be seen in Figure 3.5. At the lowest level
of resolution (0.5-cm) we observed that cellular structure was not established in either case,
whether burning was allowed or forbidden within the shock. At 0.125-cm resolution the
main di↵erence between the two cases is apparent in that cellular structure developed where
burning was allowed within the shock but did not develop where it was prohibited. At the
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highest resolution (0.03125-cm) cellular structure was observed in both cases. The results of
the perturbed series were similar to those of the unperturbed series, except that only the 0.5-
cm resolution simulations showed the discrepancy between the two cases, where burning was
allowed and forbidden within the shock, while all higher-resolution runs exhibited cellular
burning (See Figure 3.6).
In order to interpret these results, first consider the development of the transverse
instability that leads to cellular burning. As an initially planar detonation propagates
through a fuel source it inevitably encounters inhomogeneities within the fuel. These
perturbations can disrupt the detonation front, introducing transverse motions to the fluid
in the reactive flow behind the shock front. The magnitudes of these transverse motions grow
as they are nurtured by nuclear energy release. Interactions at the detonation front between
adjacent volumes of fluid with large, oppositely-oriented transverse velocities can create
“hot-spots” of increased density and temperature capable of igniting micro-detonations.
These miniature detonations emit spherical shock waves which expand to overtake the main
detonation front. These strong, expanding regions of the main front are called Mach stems,
each of which is framed by a set of incident shocks. As neighboring Mach stems expand
into the common incident shock lying between them, their transverse waves collide, creating
a hot-spot which will then expand as a newly created Mach stem. Then, e↵ectively, the
segment of the detonation front that was an incident shock has evolved into a Mach stem
and the segments of the front that were previously Mach stems are now the weaker incident
shocks. The points on the front where a Mach stem, incident shock, and transverse wave
coexist are called triple-shock configurations. These triple-points are high-pressure regions
that move back and forth across the main front as the dynamic system propagates into the
fuel, and it is these points that trace out the characteristic pattern of the cellular burning
regime (see Figure 3.7). Burning that occurs under the weaker conditions of the incident
shock segments of the detonation front is incomplete relative to the burning that occurs at
the Mach stem segments. This creates pockets of under-reacted, low-density material found
by previous studies (Gamezo et al., 1999b; Boisseau et al., 1996).
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Figure 3.5: Snapshots of pressure from unperturbed, 2D series. The top, middle, and
bottom rows show the results from the 0.5-, 0.125-, and 0.03125-cm maximum resolution
simulations, respectively. The 0.5- and 0.125-cm panels show the results at t = 8⇥ 10 7s
and the 0.03125-cm panels show the results at t = 4.15⇥ 10 7s. The di↵erences in the fine
features of the detonation fronts are due to various onset times for cellular burning.
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Figure 3.6: Snapshots of pressure from the perturbed, 2D series. The top, middle, and
bottom rows show the results from the 0.5-, 0.125-, and 0.03125-cm maximum resolution
simulations, respectively. The 0.5-, 0.125-, 0.03125-cm panels show the pressure at t =
1.5⇥ 10 6s, t = 8⇥ 10 7s, and t = 4.15⇥ 10 7s, respectively. The di↵erences in the fine
features of the detonation fronts are due to various onset times for cellular burning.
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Figure 3.7: Diagram illustrating the formation of cellular structure. The shock front is
shown at three times, superimposed on the triple-point paths (Fickett and Davis, 1979;
Timmes et al., 2000a). The main features of the detonation front are the Mach stems,
incident shocks, and transverse waves. The points where these three features coexist are
high-pressure regions called triple-shock structures, or triple-points, which trace out the
cellular pattern shown in black.
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Next consider a numerical interpretation of this scenario. A detonation is initially
ignited with only an x-component of velocity and perturbations are introduced explicitly or
through numerical noise on the grid. The perturbations induce the transverse fluid motions
described above, however, in this case the shock is artificially stretched and dependent on
grid resolution. On a coarse grid, if burning within the shock is prohibited, the burning and
subsequent energy release are displaced away from their natural location just behind the
detonation front. If the displacement is large enough, the transverse waves cannot interact
properly with the detonation front and cellular burning will be inhibited.
Let us return to the recurrent picture of cell formation portrayed in Figure 3.7, considering
first the unperturbed series followed by the perturbed. In the unperturbed series, the 0.5-
cm resolution simulations do not show cellular structure, regardless of their treatment of
burning within the shock. This occurs because the energy release is not su ciently localized
to properly nurture the small transverse motions created by numerical noise. Figure 3.4
shows the maximum rate of nuclear energy generation on the grid versus time, illustrating
this inadequacy for the 0.5-cm resolution case. For the 0.125-cm resolution simulation where
burning within the shock is allowed, cellular structure does occur. In this case the energy
release is su cient to develop the small transverse velocities to larger magnitudes. However,
for the corresponding simulation where burning within the shock is prohibited, we do not
see cellular structure. With the previous considerations in mind, we can see that this
occurs because the energy deposition is displaced from the detonation front far enough that
the resulting transverse components of the fluid fail to e↵ectively interact with the front:
The transverse velocities do not escalate and the dynamic triple-shock interactions cannot
develop, inhibiting the formation of cellular structure. The 0.125-cm resolution simulations
with burning allowed within the shock showed accumulated growth and interaction of the
transverse components of the fluid until cellular structure developed. Conversely, for the
case where burning within the shock was prevented, large, coherent regions of transverse
velocities never developed. At the highest resolution (0.03125-cm), with burning prevented
inside the shock, the transverse waves were able to interact with the front because the finer
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resolution leads to a numerical shock with smaller physical extent. Therefore, no qualitative
di↵erences are seen for the simulations at this resolution regardless of whether burning was
allowed or prohibited within the shock.
Explicitly-defined perturbations imparted larger regions of higher-amplitude transverse
motions to the fluid than those seeded by numerical noise, producing somewhat di↵erent
results. Indeed, with explicit perturbations, the 0.5-cm resolution simulation with burning
allowed within the shock exhibited cellular structure while its unperturbed counterpart did
not. The energy release in the explicitly perturbed case did not need to nurture very small
transverse motions to the point where they could e↵ectively interact with the detonation
front, as was required in the unperturbed series. Instead, the transverse motions, as created,
were large enough that the energy release only needed to maintain the motion. In contrast,
the 0.5-cm resolution model with burning prevented within the shock did not exhibit cellular
structure in either the perturbed or unperturbed simulations. This is because the energy
release was su ciently displaced from the leading edge of the numerical shock that transverse
motions could not be maintained near enough to the detonation front for the triple-point
interactions to occur. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8, which shows transverse velocities at
the detonation front for the perturbed, 0.5-cm resolution simulations. The left column of
panels shows a time sequence of the results when burning is allowed within the shock and
the right column shows the same time sequence for the case when burning is prohibited
within the shock. In the top panels both cases show structured transverse motions, owing
to the perturbed initial conditions (although there is a marked di↵erence in the scale of
the magnitudes). However, as we follow the time sequence forward (down the columns),
it is clear that when burning is allowed within the shock the transverse motions evolve
to a stable structure but when burning is prevented within the shock the structure of the
transverse motions decays until it is unrecognizable in the bottom panel. The increased
spatial resolution found in the 0.125-cm resolution simulations with burning forbidden within
the shock surmount this particular problem and cellular structure is seen in the perturbed
series at this resolution, again due to the larger transverse motions imparted on the fluid.
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Because the numerical shock had smaller physical extent at the finer resolution, the stronger
transverse waves were able to e↵ectively interact with the detonation front from the time
they were created. Conversely, the unperturbed simulations at this resolution require some
time for the growth of very small transverse velocities before cellular structure can begin to
form.
As in Timmes et al. (2000b), we find that the strength of the cellular features are
resolution-dependent. Furthermore, we also find that these features are dependent on the
treatment of burning within the shock. Figure 3.9 is a plot of maximum density versus time
for the unperturbed 0.125- and 0.03125-cm resolution simulations. For most of the evolution
(i.e. always after the initial transient period and whenever cellular structure is achieved),
these data correspond to the highest-density triple-point at each time step. Before the
onset of cellular burning, it is the simulations that prevent burning within the shock which
have higher densities, as burning does not occur until post-shock conditions are reached.
However, during cellular burning, it is the simulations that allow burning within the shock
which exhibit the highest densities. With burning allowed within the shock the triple-points
are enhanced by the multi-D dynamic e↵ects of energy release within the leading zones of the
main shock front. This “pre-conditions” the fluid before the triple-points are fully formed,
increasing the density and temperature within the triple-points. However, the corresponding
consumption of fuel within the shock leaves less fuel available to burn in the triple-points.
These e↵ects conspire to result in lower values of instantaneous maximum energy release in
the triple-points than was the case where burning was prohibited within the shock.
3.3 Summary and Discussion
We find that prohibition of burning within a numerically-widened shock is important when
a significant amount of fuel will burn within it, consistent with the results of Fryxell et al.
(1989). A su ciently resolved shock does not require application of this prescription, however
its promiscuous use can ensure integrity without demanding a search for adequate refinement
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Figure 3.8: Transverse velocity versus position for the perturbed, 0.5-cm resolution model.
The left and right panels show the cases where burning is allowed and prohibited within the
shock, respectively. The color map can be seen in the top left panel only, while each panel
has its own scale. The top, middle, and bottom rows show the results for the two cases at




















0.12500-cm  burning allowed within shock
0.12500-cm  burning prohibited within shock
0.03125-cm  burning allowed within shock
0.03125-cm  burning prohibited within shock
Figure 3.9: Maximum density profiles from the unperturbed, 2D series showing the onset of
cellular burning (steep increases in density). The strength of the triple-points corresponding
to these maximum values are dependent on resolution as well as the treatment of burning
within the numerical shock.
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at di↵erent fuel densities. Hence the well-known recommendation to prevent burning inside of
a simulated shock. In 2D we find that imposing this treatment can unintentionally inhibit the
formation of cellular structure by displacing the release of nuclear energy to the region behind
a coarsely resolved shock, therefore obstructing the development of transverse perturbations.
In addition, we find that the strength of the triple-points, as well as the energy release realized
in the triple points, is a↵ected by the treatment of shock burning.
Due to the disparity of length scales involved in simulating SNe Ia, approximate burning
models are required to incorporate small-scale flame physics into full-star explosion models,
and it is direct numerical simulations (DNS) such as those presented here that are used
to inform these models. We assert that our results may influence the fidelity of large-
scale SNe Ia simulations through this channel. Previous simulations of multi-D detonation
fronts in Type Ia environments (Boisseau et al., 1996; Gamezo et al., 1999b; Timmes et al.,
2000b) have shown that pockets of incompletely-burned material, created by the presence of
cellular structure, can increase the e↵ective size of burning regions relative to 1D calculations.
Because the production of IMEs would be possible at higher densities, Gamezo et al. (1999b)
argued that this increases the critical density at which a DDT can occur. Our results suggest
this e↵ect can be hidden due to a particular treatment of burning within the numerical
shock, either in approximate burning models or in situ at very low density. Importantly,
these e↵ects are most prominent in sub-Chandrasekhar-mass models due to their larger
amounts of material at low densities. Recent simulations (Fink et al., 2010; Sim et al., 2010;
van Kerkwijk et al., 2010; Pakmor et al., 2012) have shown that pure detonations of sub-
Chandrasekhar-mass WDs commonly result in incomplete burning due to these low densites
(< 107 g cm 3). The elongation of burning lengths due to cellular structure can exacerbate
the incompleteness of burning in these cases: At a given time, cellular formation will lead to
more partially burned material behind the shock. For unresolved cellular formation, a sub-
grid model that does not account for this modification will lead to incorrect energy release
and isotopic composition. At lower densities, cellular structure might well be resolved (albeit
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coarsely) in large-scale simulations. At these densities, the prohibition of burning within the
shock will e↵ectively retard this e↵ect, leading again to incorrect results.
Detailed abundances are required for use in comparison to observations, especially at low
densities (< 107 g cm 3). A sub-grid model will be necessary to account for multi-D, small-
scale structure if this comparison is to be of predictive value. Although previously thought
to be rare in Type Ia spectra (believed to be mostly related to super-Chandrasekhar-mass
events, e.g. Howell et al., 2006), recent observations (Parrent et al., 2011; Silverman and
Filippenko, 2012; Zheng et al., 2013) have shown the presence of unburned C (CII  6580
features) in the early spectra of a significant number (⇠ 30%) of all events. It may be
that these features are possible in sub-Chandrasekhar-mass and near-Chandrasekhar-mass
channels as well. Pockets of unburned C formed by cellular burning may remain if nuclear
burning is arrested due to expansion in low-density material, essentially “freezing out” C
in the outer ejecta. Failure to account for cellular burning would hide the presence of
unburned C from this process. In the case of near-Chandrasekhar-mass models, the amount
of material at these densities is small, but in sub-Chandrasekhar-mass models there are
significant amounts of mass at these densities. The ability to discriminate between the two
models depends on a quantatative calculation of the total amount of unburned C. In order to
determine if “freezing out” of unburned C pockets actually impacts C abundance predictions





Having established some new results regarding burning prescriptions in both resolved and
unresolved C/O detonations, we now examine how resolution and nuclear network size can
a↵ect the outcome of simulating such detonations. Specifically, we discuss how these changes
can alter the C- and O-burning lengths, detonation velocities, and resulting abundances. As
the name of the chapter implies, we confine our attention to 1D detonations here and discuss
the multi-D results in the next chapter.
The detonation models in this chapter were simulated using a custom version of the
FLASH code, where we added the ability to evolve the nuclear kinetics using XNet (Hix and
Thielemann, 1999), a general thermonuclear reaction network (see Appendix 7 for details).
With this new capability, we were able to evolve our detonations with a 13-, 14-, 42-, and
150-species reaction network. The 13-species network is the “Aprox13” ↵-chain that we
encountered in Chapter 3. Recall that this network includes (↵, )-links (and their inverse
links) among its 13 isotopes as well as He-burning and heavy-ion reactions between 12C and
16O. At temperatures above 2.5⇥109 K, this network also includes approximate (↵,p)(p, )-
links (and their inverse reactions) between the isotopes ranging from 24Mg-56Ni because these
channels are faster than (↵, ) at these temperatures. These reactions are “approximate” in
the sense that steady-state proton flows are assumed so that protons and the intermediate
isotopes in the (↵,p)(p, )-links do not need to be explicitly evolved (see Figure 4.1 and
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the Aprox13 network showing the approximated
(↵,p)(p, )-links (see Frank Timmes’ website – http://cococubed.asu.edu)
Table 4.1). The other three networks are specific implementations of XNet. The 14-species
network (X14) is a strict ↵-chain that tracks the ↵-isotopes from 4He-60Zn (Table 4.1) and
models all reactions that link them, including heavy-ion reactions between 12C, 16O, and 20Ne.
Notice though that without including (explicitly or implicitly) protons or the intermediate
species such as 27Al, 31P, 35Cl, 39K, 43Sc, 47V, 51Mn, 55Co, this network does not include
e↵ective (↵,p)(p, )-links (or their inverse links), which is the reason it is a “strict” ↵-chain
in contrast to the Aprox13 network. The 42-species network (X14+ap+an) is an extended
version of X14 (see Table 4.1) that does track the additional isotopes necessary to include not
only (↵,p)(p, )-links (and their inverse links) but also those needed to include (↵,n)(n, )-
links (and their inverse links). The 150-species network (X150) represents our most realistic
nuclear kinetics, including the species required to model p- and n-reactions in addition to the
reactions modeled by X14+ap+an (see Table 4.1) as well as a much wider range of neutron-
rich species, allowing it to follow burning for a much wider range of electron fractions.
Our numerical models consisted of the same sort of 1D “tubes” that we used in Chapter
3. Again, they were filled with a homogeneous 50-50 C/O composition in which detonations
were ignited at their left ends. In this study, we explored low fuel densities (⇢fuel = 1⇥107,
5⇥107 g cm 3) that represent conditions in either the pre-expanded, outer regions of near-
Chandrasekhar-mass WDs (e.g. single-degenerate scenario) or throughout the entire volume
of sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WDs. The spatial extent of these tubes was set at 8192 cm.
This extent is small enough to resolve the detonation front but large enough to allow time
for the detonations to relax from their initial conditions before the C- and O-burning lengths
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Table 4.1: Isotopes tracked in the four nuclear reaction networks.
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Network Participating Isotopes
X14 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 52Fe, 56Ni, 60Zn
X14+ap+an n, p, 4He, 11B, 11 12C, 15N, 15 16O, 19F, 19 20Ne, 23Na, 23 24Mg, 27Al, 27 28Si, 31P, 31 32S, 35Cl,
35 36Ar, 39K, 39 40Ca, 43Sc, 43 44Ti, 47V, 47 48Cr, 51Mn, 51 52Fe, 55Co, 55 56Ni, 59Cu, 59 60Zn
X150 n, p, d, 3 4He, 6 7Li, 7,9Be, 8,10 11B, 12 14C, 13 15N, 14 18O, 17 19F, 18 22Ne, 21 23Na,
23 26Mg, 24 27Al, 28 32Si, 29 33P, 32 36S, 33 37Cl, 36 40Ar, 37 41K, 40 48Ca, 43 49Sc, 44 50Ti,
46 51V, 48 54Cr, 50 55Mn, 52 58Fe, 53 59Co, 56 62Ni, 57 63Cu, 59 66Zn
Aprox13 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 52Fe, 56Ni
Approximates (↵,p)(p, )-links (and inverse reactions) through (untracked) intermediate species:
p, 27Al, 31P, 35Cl, 39K, 43Sc, 47V, 51Mn, 55Co
were calculated. These burning lengths were measured from the back of the numerical shock
to a distance where the initial C or O mass fractions were reduced by either 50% or 90%,
defining the 50% and 90% C- and O-burning lengths (see Figure 4.2). At the low densities
that we considered, we could not resolve both the fine features of the C and O burning
and the large extent of the Si burning on the same grid, so the Si-burning lengths were
not measured here. The velocities of our detonations were calculated by tracking the peak
value of pressure as it travels across the grid. These detonations were evolved with either
the Aprox13, X14, X14+ap+an, or X150 reaction networks and each was performed at 6,
8, 10, 12, and 14 levels of maximum grid refinement (corresponding to 0.5, 0.125, 0.03125,
0.0078125, and 0.001953125 cm resolution)1. Based on the results of Chapter 3, we chose
to suppress burning within numerical shocks because C-burning is not resolved in all of our
models.
4.1 Case 1: ⇢
fuel
= 1⇥107 g cm 3
We will begin by examining the results of detonations simulated with the lowest fuel density
of 1⇥107 g cm 3. The temperature of the fuel was set at 1⇥107 K and was initially at rest.
As mentioned above, at this low fuel density, the full reaction zone is much larger than our
computational domain. Also, recall that detonations in C/O fuel with densities less than
2⇥107 g cm 3 propagate in the CJ regime (Chapter 2). This means that the sonic point is
located at the end of the reaction zone, so all of the energy that is released can be used to
drive the detonation. Therefore, because we are not capturing the full reaction zone (and
full energy release) on our grid, we must support our detonations from behind in order to
ensure their survival. To do so, we ignited our detonations with a hotspot that was 250 cm
wide with elevated temperature, density and x-velocity of 4.5⇥109 K, 4.25⇥107 g cm 3, and
3.5⇥108 cm s 1, and used outflow boundary conditions at both ends of the domain. Because
of FLASH’s implementation of ghost zone updates, these outflow boundary conditions allow
1When we refer to the resolution of a particular simulation we will quote its maximum resolution or
















Figure 4.2: The 50% and 90% burning lengths were measured from the back of the
numerical shock to a distance where the initial mass fraction of the fuel was reduced by
50% or 90%, respectively.
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fluid velocities to let matter flow into the grid (at the left boundary where the detonation is
ignited), which e↵ectively creates a piston that travels (from left to right) down the tube at a
velocity related to the initial fluid velocity of the hotspot. This piston supplies the necessary
support to the back of our detonations by keeping the thermodynamic conditions of the
fluid greater than or equal to the values of a self-sustained detonation at a given distance
behind the shock. This becomes apparent when we attempt to use reflecting boundary
conditions at the left end of the tube instead of outflow. In this case a rarefaction forms
near the reflecting wall which deteriorates the rear support and causes the detonation to
fail. In addition to ensuring survival of our detonations, the piston also causes them to be
slightly overdriven. This overdrive can cause the burning lengths to be slightly decreased
relative to the self-sustained case. Here, however, we are concerned with di↵erences between
simulations evolved with di↵erent reaction networks and di↵erent resolutions.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show how the 50% and 90% C-burning lengths di↵er at this density
when using each of the four reaction networks and also how they depend on grid resolution.
The di↵erences in these burning lengths are due to the C-burning reactions that are available
to each network. The main reaction that dominates C-burning under these conditions is
12C + 12C  ! 24Mg⇤, (4.1)
where 24Mg⇤ is an excited nucleus that can decay by many processes. The most important
of these processes are
12C + 12C  ! 24Mg⇤  ! 20Ne + 4He (4.2)
 ! 23Na + p. (4.3)
All three XNet networks include the 12C + 12C  ! 20Ne + 4He reaction branches because
the isotopes involved in this reaction are tracked in all three networks. However, X14 does
not track protons or non-↵ isotopes such as 23Na, so it does not include the reaction 12C +
12C  ! 23Na + p. Therefore, because X14 fails to model a reaction that accounts for
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almost half of the C-burning, the corresponding burning length is about 2⇥ longer than the
other networks that model both reactions. The Aprox13 network does not include protons
or the isotope 23Na either, but it still gives a similar C-burning length compared to the
networks that do track these species because it uses the reaction rate for the 12C + 12C  !
24Mg⇤ trunk as the reaction rate for 12C + 12C  ! 20Ne + 4He, whereas XNet uses the
rates of 12C + 12C  ! 20Ne + 4He and 12C + 12C  ! 23Na + p branches individually
(assuming the participating isotopes are included in the specific network). Aprox13 simply
assumes that the only decay channel resulting from the excited 24Mg⇤ nucleus is Equation
4.2. Continuing with this same line of reasoning, the X150 network models p- and n-reactions
such as 12C(p,  )13N and 12C(n,  )13C (that are not available in the other networks) because
it tracks the participating species 13N and 13C. However, because the heavy-ion reactions
dominate the C-burning processes (due to very small n and p abundances during the initial
burning), these n- and p-reactions do not have a large e↵ect on the C-burning length. But,
by the end of the C-burning region, these reactions do lead to a slightly shorter C-burning
length for X150 relative to the X14+ap+an network as can be seen in the 90% C-burning
lengths of Figure 4.4. The Aprox13 network does not include these n- and p-reactions either
but it still gives similar results for the C-burning lengths as the X150 network because the
reaction rates in Aprox13 have been hand-tuned to give results similar to larger networks.
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 also show the dependence of the C-burning lengths on grid resolution.
The 50% C-burning length are smaller than our coarsest zones2 as measured by all four
networks, so as resolution is improved, the burning lengths become resolved and converge
toward their correct values for each network (Figure 4.3). The 90% C-burning lengths are
larger than our coarsest zones as measured by all networks (Figure 4.4), so although there is
still a slight dependence on resolution, it is less obvious than for the 50% C-burning lengths.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the 50% and 90% O-burning lengths for the di↵erent reaction
networks. Similar to C-burning, the reactions involving two 16O nuclei create an excited
2By coarsest zones we mean the finest resolution at 6 levels of maximum grid refinement; 0.5 cm
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state of 32S⇤ which decays by many processes. The most likely of these decays are
16O + 16O  ! 32S⇤  ! 28Si + 4He (4.4)
 ! 31P + p. (4.5)
Because X14 does not include protons or the isotope 31P, it does a poor job of tracking
the O-burning lengths, similar to the C-burning case. Aprox13 does not explicitly track
these species either but does account for the proper reduction in O (due to 16O + 16O
reactions) by employing the reaction rate of the 16O + 16O  ! 32S⇤ trunk as the rate
for 16O + 16O  ! 28Si +4 He instead of the reaction rates of the individual branches of
Equations 4.4 and 4.5 as is done in XNet. In addition, the heavy-ion reactions
12C + 16O  ! 27Al + p (4.6)
12C + 16O  ! 24Mg + 4He. (4.7)
also take part in diminishing the O abundance. In fact, the rates of these reactions are high
enough, and there is enough 12C still present, that these reactions are comparable with the
16O + 16O reactions of Equations 4.4 and 4.5. However, at these high temperatures (T9 =
5.5), and among the ashes of the previous C-burning phase (i.e. larger amounts of p and n
present), it is the p- and n-reactions
p + 16O  ! 13N + 4He (4.8)
n + 16O  ! 13C + 4He. (4.9)
that dominate O-burning. Therefore, because none of the other networks track the isotopes
13N and 13C, the X150 network has a significantly shorter O-burning length as can be seen in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6. This behavior can also be seen in Figure 4.7, which shows the 12C, 16O,
and 28Si mass fractions resulting from detonations evolved with the four reaction networks
at the highest resolution (0.001953125 cm). The profiles of these mass fractions are shown
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over the same 1000-cm region near the right end of the domain. The time at which these
profiles were captured is the same time (t=6⇥10 6 s) that the C- and O-burning lengths
were calculated. The main decline of C is not visible at this length scale, but there is a
noticeable region of C just behind the shock for the X150 network. The di↵erences in the
O-burning lengths that we saw in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are visibly apparent here in the mass
fraction plots. In addition, the rise of Si can be seen. The X150 results show the peak of Si as
well as the start of its decline on this relatively small region, suggesting that the Si-burning
lengths might also be reduced by using a larger network. Neither the 50% or 90% O-burning
lengths are dependent on grid resolution because they have large physical extents relative to
the resolutions that we considered (Figure 4.5 and 4.6).
The detonation velocity found by Gamezo et al. (1999b) in a previous study of C/O
detonations with a fuel density of 1⇥107 g cm 3 was 1.22⇥109 cm s 1. Table 4.2 shows the
values of detonation velocities, and their corresponding overdrive parameters (f = ( D
DCJ
)2),
that we obtained from our direct numerical simulations using the four di↵erent networks
at this density (these measurements were taken from the highest-resolution runs). Using
these di↵erent networks a↵ects not only the reactions and energy release as the detonation
propagates across the domain, but also slightly alters the piston velocities (because of the
ignition of fuel with di↵erent networks), both of which conspire to give the slight variation
seen in the detonation velocities. It is di cult to disentangle these e↵ects, but the variation
between networks is only ⇠2%. Figure 4.8 shows these detonation velocities versus time
for the four networks, illustrating their evolution as they relax from the ignition at the
left end of the tube3. Figure 4.9 shows the total energy generation rate versus time for
these same detonations. The di↵erent peaks in each of the plots are caused by igniting the
hotspots, and continuing to burn the resulting matter, with di↵erent reaction networks. This
behavior corresponds to the di↵erent rise times of the detonation velocities in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.10 compares the detonation velocities for the Aprox13 network calculated at all
3Note that the velocities are set to zero until the pressure peak reaches  1000 cm in the tube. This is
done because the rear support at the left boundary can exceed the pressure peak at the start of a simulation,





















50% C-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.3: 50% C-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks






















90% C-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.4: 90% C-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks

























50% 0-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.5: 50% O-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks






















90% O-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.6: 90% O-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks






















































Figure 4.7: 12C, 16O, 28Si mass fractions resulting from detonations with fuel density of 1⇥107 g cm 3 (t=6⇥10 6 s).
five grid resolutions, demonstrating that these velocities appear to have no dependence on
the resolutions that we considered. This is due to the fact that the total amount of energy
that is generated by a given network is the same at all resolutions, even if its distribution is
di↵erent. Because the entire reaction zone is in sonic contact with the front, the same amount
of energy is available to drive the detonations. This seems to be supported by the results
in Figure 4.11, which shows the total energy generation rate versus simulation time for the
same detonations shown in Figure 4.10. This behavior was verified for all four networks, but
only the Aprox13 results are shown here.
4.2 Case 2: ⇢
fuel
= 5⇥107 g cm 3
Next, we will examine the results of the detonations with the higher fuel density of 5⇥107
g cm 3. As before, the temperature of the fuel was set to 1⇥107 K and was initially at
rest. The hotspot used to ignite these detonations was 250 cm wide and had an elevated
temperature, density, and x-velocity of 4.25⇥109 K, 1⇥108 g cm 3, and 5⇥108 cm s 1.
Again, we used outflow boundary conditions at both ends of the tube which supported
our detonations from behind. Although the reaction zone is smaller due to having faster
reaction rates at higher densities, it is still too large to fit onto our domain. It should be
noted, that here we do not necessarily need the support created by the outflow boundary
conditions behind the detonation. The reason for this is that above 2⇥107 g cm 3 C/O
detonations become pathological due to endothermic Si-reactions (Chapter 2), so the sonic
point moves from the end of the reaction zone (toward the shock) to a position near the end
of O-burning. Therefore, even if we did not support our detonations they would propagate
in a self-sustained mode because, although the entire reaction zone is not contained on our
grid, the part of it that is in sonic contact with the front is included. This was verified by
running a simulation where reflecting boundary conditions were used and the detonations
propagated without support. However, we decided to still use outflow boundary conditions
in order to keep similar initial conditions as were used in the lower-density simulations.
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Table 4.2: Detonation velocities and overdrive parameters calculated for the four reaction
networks at a fuel density of 1⇥107 g cm 3 (refinement level 14: 0.001953125 cm).




























Detonation Velocity vs Time for Different Reaction Networks 
































Figure 4.9: Total energy generation rate vs time for the four nuclear reaction networks at

























Detonation Velocity vs Time for different levels of maximum mesh refinement 




























Total energy generation rate vs time for different levels of maximum mesh refinement 






Figure 4.11: Total energy generation rate vs time for the Aprox13 network at di↵erent
resolution.
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An important point to highlight before discussing the results at this higher density
is a longitudinal instability that is known to cause oscillations in 1D C/O detonations
above 2⇥107 g cm 3 (Khokhlov, 1993). When simulating such detonations (where the
burning lengths are short compared with the induction lengths), small longitudinal fluid
perturbations can grow due to feedback between nuclear energy release and hydrodynamics.
This can lead to oscillations in the thermodynamic profiles and resulting abundances and
is a physical phenomenon that can be demonstrated in terrestrial detonation experiments
(Fickett and Davis, 1979). Although we did not explicitly add such perturbations to our
models, the detonations evolved using the 150-species network exhibited oscillations due to
this instability (seeded from numerical noise on the grid) for resolutions at or below 0.03125
cm. For these simulations, we were unable to make meaningful measurements of the C- or
O-burning lengths because the oscillations led to intermittent quenching and reignition of
the detonations. Figure 4.12 shows the oscillations in the pressure profile for a detonation
evolved with the X150 network at 10 levels of grid refinement (0.03125 cm resolution). The
feedback between energy release and hydrodynamics manifests as a C-pocket that builds
up and then explodes just behind the main detonation front (Figures 4.13-4.18). In Figure
4.13, the back of the numerical shock (black dotted curve) is located at about 593.5 cm.
The C-pocket can be seen as the abnormally-wide decrease in 12C (green line) that has
built up behind the shock. The temperature (magenta line) rises from its initial condition
due to shock compression and then rises again as the 12C is burned behind the shock. In
Figure 4.14, the C-pocket has ignited explosively, causing the pressure peak to jump and
the temperature behind the shock to rise faster. In Figure 4.15, the C-pocket is almost
completely burned (notice its decreased extent behind the shock relative to Figures 4.13 and
4.14). Now a peak in temperature is apparent as well as the fact that the 16O behind the
shock has also been ignited by the C-explosion. Figure 4.16 shows the decreasing pressure
peak as the C- and O-pockets begin to build back up. Figure 4.17 shows both the C- and
O-pockets continuing to grow as the pressure and temperature return to their lower values.
In Figure 4.18, the isotopic and thermodynamic profiles have returned to their initial states
before the C-explosion (ready to begin the next cycle), but the e↵ects of the explosion cycle
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can still be seen in their extended profiles. This lingering e↵ect is more obvious if we show a
larger region behind the shock as is illustrated in Figure 4.19. Khokhlov (1993) showed this
same phenomena led to the oscillations in his study, but did not mention the burning of the
O-pocket in addition to the C-pocket.
Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the resulting 50% and 90% C-burning lengths for this density
(5⇥107 g cm 3) over the range of resolutions that we considered. As mentioned above, the
reaction rates are faster at this higher density and so the burning lengths are correspondingly
shorter than the lower-density results. Here, we see roughly the same behavior as before with
X14 giving C-burning lengths that are about 2⇥ the size of the other networks (due to the
exclusion of the reaction branch of Equation 4.3). Because the detonations evolved with the
X150 network exhibited oscillations at 10 levels of grid refinement and higher (0.03125 cm of
resolution and lower), the C-burning lengths for these simulations are not accurate and the
highest resolution result is not included due to its large extent relative to the scale shown
in the figure. Neither the 50% or 90% C-burning lengths are resolved at this density by our
coarsest grid resolutions, so both burning lengths converge as resolution is improved (except
for the X150 results at 10 levels of grid refinement and higher due to oscillations).
The O-burning lengths show similar behavior to the lower-density results as well (Figures
4.22 and 4.23). As expected, the X14 network does a poor job of measuring these
burning lengths, A13 and X14+ap+an give similar results as one another, and X150 shows
significantly smaller values compared to all other networks. This behavior is due to the same
reasoning as outlined above for the lower-density case and can be seen in Figure 4.24, which
shows the 12C, 16O, and 28Si mass fractions resulting from detonations evolved with the four
reaction networks at this density. The scale of these plots shows the domain 15 cm in front
of the shock and 5 cm behind it, so they have the same physical extent but include di↵erent
regions of the domain. These results are taken from the highest resolution simulations for
the X14, X14+ap+an, and Aprox13 networks, while the X150 results are taken from the
0.125-cm resolution run (due to oscillations at higher resolutions for this network). At
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Figure 4.12: A pressure profile showing the oscillations behind the main shock front for a
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Figure 4.13: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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Figure 4.14: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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Figure 4.15: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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Figure 4.16: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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Figure 4.17: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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Figure 4.18: Thermodynamic and isotopic profiles along with the numerical shock. Here
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50% C-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.20: 50% C-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks

























90% C-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.21: 90% C-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks
in Table 6.1. Level 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 correspond to 0.5, 0.125, 0.03125, 0.0078125, and
0.001953125 cm resolution.
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although both burning lengths are shorter relative to the lower-density case, the C-burning
lengths have only been reduced by ⇠3-5⇥ whereas the O-burning lengths were reduced by
⇠30-50⇥. As before, the Si-burning lengths are too large to be calculated on our domain.
Here, the X150 results clearly show the peak and start of Si burning, again suggesting that
the Si-burning lengths might be decreased similarly to the O-burning lengths when using
this larger network. Although these O-burning lengths are smaller than their lower-density
counterparts, they are still resolved at even our coarsest resolution, and therefore do not
show a noticeable trend with maximum grid refinement. Note, however, that the deviations
of the O-burning lengths for the X150 network are due to the oscillations and not resolution
e↵ects above 8 levels of grid refinement.
At this fuel density (5⇥107 g cm 3), C/O detonations propagate in the pathological
regime with velocities slightly larger than their CJ values. Previous studies (Gamezo et al.,
1999b; Sharpe, 1999) have found a value of about 1.16⇥109 cm s 1 at the density considered
here. Table 4.3 shows the values of the detonation velocities and overdrive parameters that we
obtained from simulations using the four networks. Again, we see variation in these velocities
that are due to a convolution of e↵ects between the ignition (piston) and the burning that
occurs as the detonation propagates when using di↵erent networks, but the variation is still
small (⇠2%). Figure 4.25 shows the detonation velocities for the highest resolution results
for each network as they evolve and eventually reach a steady value (for X150, 8 levels
of refinement is the highest refinement level achieved where oscillations were not present).
Figure 4.26 shows the corresponding energy generation plots for these detonations. The
transient features that were present in the lower-density results are not seen in the energy
release or detonation velocity here because the burning rates are much faster at this higher
density. Again, the detonation velocities do not appear to depend on grid resolution as can
be seen in Figure 4.27, which shows the results for the Aprox13 network at the resolutions
that we considered. Figure 4.28 shows the energy generation results for these simulations.
Again, the similar results at di↵erent resolutions lead to the similar detonation velocities.





















50% 0-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.22: 50% O-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks
























90% O-Burning Length vs. Resolution for 4 Networks 





Figure 4.23: 90% O-burning length versus level of grid refinement for four reaction networks
























































Figure 4.24: 12C, 16O, 28Si mass fractions resulting from detonations with fuel density of 5⇥107 g cm 3 (t=6⇥10 6 s).
Table 4.3: Detonation velocities and overdrive parameters calculated for the four reaction
networks at a fuel density of 5⇥107 g cm 3.































Detonation Velocity vs Time for different reaction networks 































Figure 4.26: Total energy generation rate vs time for the four nuclear reaction networks





























Detonation Velocity vs Time for different levels of maximum mesh refinement 


























Total energy generation rate vs time for different levels of maximum mesh refinement 






Figure 4.28: Total energy generation rate vs time for the Aprox13 network at di↵erent
resolution.
4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown that the 1D C- and O-burning lengths (and possibly Si-
burning lengths) have a dependence on nuclear network size that is determined by the
reaction channels available to each network. In general, larger networks that have more
reaction pathways to diminish a given isotope have smaller burning lengths relative to
reduced networks with fewer pathways. This is only true however if the additional reactions
of the larger network have reaction rates that are comparable to the reaction channels shared
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by both networks. Another caveat is exemplified by the Aprox13 network, which has hand-
tuned C-reaction rates to give comparable energy generation rates to those of larger networks.
The C-burning lengths measured for this network were shown to be comparable to those of
the 150-species network, but the O-burning lengths were not comparable because there was
no tuning of the O-reaction rates. In addition, we also showed that as resolution is improved,
the C-burning lengths converged in size, whereas the O-burning lengths were una↵ected by
resolution due to having larger physical extents relative to the range of grid resolutions that
we considered. The detonation velocities that we measured do not appear to be strongly
dependent on network size. This is due to the fact that the energy release is roughly the
same when processing the C/O fuel with di↵erent networks. It was also shown that these
detonation velocities do not have a dependence on resolution. Again, this is because the
total amount of energy that is released is the same even if the distribution of this energy
release is di↵erent as resolution is improved. However, this argument hinges on the fact that
the entire reaction zone is in sonic contact with the front. For a non-supported, pathological
detonation a coarsely resolved grid, might displace a portion of the energy release beyond
the sonic point so that it cannot be used to drive the detonation.
The most resolved full-star SNe Ia simulations to date have computational zones of about
1 km, with corresponding time steps of about 10 4 s. Burning that occurs at high densities
(> 108 g cm 3) in such simulations will proceed directly to iron-group elements because the
burning lengths (time scales) for even Si are unresolved. However, at lower densities (< 107
g cm 3) the burning lengths for Si and O can be resolved on these coarse grids, and become
important in determining the amount of intermediate-mass elements that remain after an
explosion. Therefore, we assert that the reduction in O-burning lengths (and possibly Si-
burning lengths) that we found in this chapter can alter these incomplete burning products
at a given low density whether using large in situ nuclear reaction networks or incorporating
these results into approximate burning models as is attempted in Aprox13. Our results
might also be used to address high fidelity nuclear burning simulations on smaller scales.
For example, Seitenzahl et al. (2009) investigated the critical radius needed for successful
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ignition of C/O detonations within a large range of fuel densities. They found that no failures
occurred for radii large enough to successfully ignite O, and so used O ignition as their criteria
for success of a detonation. They performed their simulations with the Aprox13 network in
FLASH. In doing so, they recognized that using this network only gives energy generation
rates within ⇠20% of a larger network, however they did not take into account the e↵ects of
reduced burning lengths from using larger networks. Both of these considerations (increased
energy release and reduced O-burning lengths) might a↵ect the criteria for ignition resulting
from such a study, which are used to decide whether or not to manually ignite a detonation




In this chapter we extend our investigation of detonation characteristics into higher
dimensions. As discussed in Chapter 2, cellular structure can increase the e↵ective burning
lengths for a particular fuel by extending the region behind the shock where that fuel has
been depleted everywhere by a given amount. In addition, pockets of unreacted fuel can
persist into the reaction zone, which are capable of reducing detonation velocities in 2D
relative to 1D. Here, we attempt to quantify those di↵erences for detonations in our lowest-
density environment (1⇥107 g cm 3) as we improve resolution and the fidelity of our nuclear
kinetics. In addition, we compare the size, shape, and regularity of the detonation cells as
we make these improvements.
5.1 2D
The numerical models used in this section are very similar to those of the previous chapter.
The computational domain spanned 8192 cm in length by 128 cm in width with outflow
boundary conditions at the left and right ends and periodic conditions along the width (at
y = 0 and y = 128 cm). As before, the outflow boundary conditions provided necessary
support to the back of our detonations. We ignited these detonations with a hotspot that
was 250 cm in length and 128 cm in width, with elevated temperature, density and x-velocity
of 4.5⇥109 K, 4.25⇥107 g cm 3, and 3.5⇥108 cm s 1. Similar to the setup used for the 2D
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simulations in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.2), we added random perturbations to the density
of the fuel with values ranging from 1% above to 1% below the density given to the rest of
the fuel in order to encourage the formation of cellular structure. These perturbations were
confined to a region that was 5 cm in length, 128 cm wide (width of the domain), and placed
20 cm in front of the hotspot.
The most striking di↵erence between 1D and 2D detonations, as demonstrated in Chapter
3, is the formation of cellular structure. Figures 5.1 - 5.4 show this structure for detonations
evolved with each of the four reaction networks introduced in Chapter 4. These figures
show that the size and regularity of the detonation cells di↵er when using each network.
In addition, the strength of the triple-points and the curvature of the front also appear to
depend on the network size. Table 5.1 presents the detonation cell sizes for all four reaction
networks at 6 and 8 levels of grid refinement, and for X14 and Aprox13 the results are given
at 10 levels of refinement as well. At the lowest resolution, the detonations evolved with
X14, X14+ap+an, and Aprox13 all exhibit large, very regular detonation cells. The X150
detonation also produces very regular cell sizes at this resolution, but with a smaller cell
size relative to the other networks. At 8 levels of refinement (Figures 5.1 - 5.4), the X14
cells remain large while the X14+ap+an and Aprox13 cells have evolved to a slightly more
irregular pattern with cells sizes about half the length as at the lower resolution. The X150
cells have also decreased at higher resolution, and have a smaller length-to-width ratio than
the other networks. At 10 levels of refinement, the X14 cells have decreased in size, now
having values similar to the other networks. The Aprox13 cells are approximately the same
at 8 and 10 levels of refinement, suggesting they have converged in size.
The cell sizes that we have reported here appear to be consistent with previous studies.
Gamezo et al. (1999b) investigated cellular detonations in C/O fuel with densities in the range
106-3⇥107 g cm 3. Although they used a di↵erent hydrodynamics scheme (flux-corrected
transport technique) and di↵erent reaction rates in their nuclear reaction network, the cell
sizes that we estimate from their results are similar to ours: 13.2 cm by 7.0 cm with a
















X (x103 cm) 
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Figure 5.1: Cellular structure shown by a plot of the maximum pressure achieved at each
grid zone during the simulation evolved with the Aprox13 network. Note the scales of the
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Figure 5.2: Cellular structure shown by a plot of the maximum pressure achieved at each
grid zone during the simulation evolved with the X14 network. Note the scales of the plots
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Figure 5.3: Cellular structure shown by a plot of the maximum pressure achieved at each
grid zone during the simulation evolved with the X14+ap+an network. Note the scales of
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Figure 5.4: Cellular structure shown by a plot of the maximum pressure achieved at each
grid zone during the simulation evolved with the X150 network. Note the scales of the plots
in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 are di↵erent in order to show the cellular features from each
network.
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C at a density of 1⇥107 g cm 3. They also used the FLASH code with the Aprox13 network
and found cells sizes of 6.0 cm by 3.8 cm with a length-to-width ratio of 1.6. The pure
C composition of their fuel is most likely the reason for the smaller cell sizes that they
measured relative to ours and those of Gamezo et al. (1999b) because the C+C reaction
rates are dependent on the 12C abundance. In addition, although the X14+ap+an and X150
detonation cells might not be fully converged at 8 levels of refinement, there appears to be
a trend of decreasing length-to-width ratios with resolution and also with larger reaction
networks. The smaller size of the X150 detonation cells might also be a general feature of
using more realistic nuclear kinetics.
The 2D C-burning lengths were calculated analogously to their 1D counterparts at various
locations along the cellular detonation front (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The colored lines in Figure
5.5 record 1D samples of the 12C mass fraction along their lengths. Figure 5.6 displays these
1D recordings, showing their di↵erences at various positions along the front. Similar to
Chapter 4, we measured the burning lengths from the back of the numerical shock (slightly
curved, white region ahead of the front) to the coordinate where the 12C mass fraction has
been depleted by 50% or 90% of its initial value. Two hundred of these measurements were
taken for each simulation and their minimum, maximum, and average values were calculated.
The 2D O-burning lengths were measured di↵erently due to extensive mixing that occurs
deeper in the reaction zone. Figure 5.8 shows this mixing in the 16O mass fraction resulting
from the detonation evolved with the Aprox13 network at 10 levels of grid refinement. The
mass fraction is only plotted in zones where its value is 0.25 (50% of its initial value) or
higher in order to illustrate the ambiguity in measuring its 50% O-burning length among
this mixing. Along a line extending from the numerical shock into the reaction zone, there
can be pockets of fluid whose 16O mass fraction is below 0.25 (white regions such as the one
indicated at the tip of the arrow) although the pocket is surrounded by fluid with higher 16O
mass fractions. If measurements are made analogously to 1D in this case, then the extent
of the 50% O-burning length would terminate when one of these pockets are encountered,
leaving large amounts of fluid with 16O mass fraction above 0.25 unaccounted for in the
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calculation. Even when recognizing this issue, it is unclear what is the best method for
making these measurements. Therefore, we used two di↵erent approaches and report both
of them. In the first method, we measured from the back of the numerical shock to the left-
most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction was greater than or equal to 0.25 (Figure 5.9).
We calculated two hundred of these measurements and recorded the minimum, maximum,
and average values. In the second method, we measured from the average shock location to
the coordinate behind the shock where the 16O mass fraction (averaged over y along a given
x-coordinate) was 0.25 (red vertical line in Figure 5.9). The average 50% O-burning lengths
calculated by the two methods were not the same in all cases. In fact, the averages calculated
with method 2 were generally more similar to the minimum values calculated from method
1. This illustrates the rapidity with which the fractional volume of matter with X(16O) ¿
0.25 declines in this partly mixed region. The 90% O-burning lengths were similar in all
cases (method 1 min, max, avg, and method 2 avg) due to the mixing having more time
to homogenize the fluid further behind the shock, and also perhaps due to derefinement in
some cases.
Tables 5.2-5.5 show these burning lengths as measured for detonations evolved with each
of the four reaction networks. The corresponding 1D burning lengths are also included
for comparison. In all cases, as the resolution is improved, the average C-burning lengths
decrease, but only the average 50% C-burning lengths are consistently larger than their 1D
counterparts. The minimum and maximum values for the C-burning lengths arise from
burning behind triple-points and weak incident shocks, respectively, at the front. The
strong thermodynamic conditions in the triple-points over-process the 12C relative to the
1D conditions while the weaker conditions of the incident shocks under-process the 12C,
allowing burning lengths that extend further into the reaction zone relative to 1D. This
behavior can be seen in Figure 5.7, which shows the detonation cells superimposed on the
12C mass fraction for the X14 results at 8 levels of grid refinement. The very regular cell
structure in this simulation makes it easy to see the distinction between the burning that




















Figure 5.5: Log-plot of the 12C mass fraction along with several 1D samples (see Figure
5.6) along the front. The numerical shock is shown in white.
shocks between them. The average O-burning lengths tend to increase or stay roughly the
same as resolution is improved. In this case, the minimum and maximum values are not
due to interaction with the features of the detonation front, but rather due to the extensive
mixing that occurs in the following flow. The vorticity that drives this mixing is caused by
collisions of the transverse waves behind the front. It is unclear from the literature how the
burning lengths should be (have been) measured, and with various ways to define them, the
method that is chosen for a particular study is best determined by its objective.
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Figure 5.6: 12C profiles resulting from the 1D samples taken in Figure 5.5. These profiles
















X (x103 cm) 
12C
Triple-Points
Figure 5.7: Detonation cells superimposed on 12C mass fraction resulting from the
detonation evolved with the X14 network at 8 levels of grid refinement. Behind the triple-
points the 12C is depleted on a shorter distance behind the shock (white curve) relative to
its depletion behind the weak incident shocks between the triple-points.
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Table 5.1: Detonation cell sizes measured for simulations evolved with each of the four
reaction networks at di↵erent levels of grid refinement.
Network Refinement Level Length (cm) Width (cm) Ratio
X14 6 33.4 15.9 2.1
8 32.2 16.0 2.0
10 13.7 6.7 2.0
X14+ap+an 6 32.6 16.0 2.0
8 15.7 8.0 2.0
X150 6 17.2 8.1 2.1
8 11.9 6.7 1.8
A13 6 32.0 16.0 2.0
8 13.0 6.8 1.9
10 12.7 6.6 1.9
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Table 5.2: Burning Lengths calculated for detonations evolved with the Aprox13 network.
The C-burning lengths were calculated analogously to 1D. The O-burning lengths were
calculated by two methods: Method 1 is measured from the back of the numerical shock
to the left-most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction still has a value greater than or
equal to 0.25 or 0.05 (50% or 90% of initial value), and Method 2 is measured from the
average position of the shock to the coordinate where the 16O mass fraction (averaged over
y for a given x-coordinate) has been depleted by 50% or 90%.
Aprox13 Refinement Level
Burning Lengths 6 8 10
Min 0.147 0.109 0.029
50% C Max 0.778 0.445 0.528
Avg 0.446 0.243 0.217
1D 0.206 0.191 0.143
Min 0.634 0.365 0.245
90% C Max 1.645 1.382 1.239
Avg 1.067 0.811 0.679
1D 0.801 0.773 0.734
Min 78.50 77.63 79.06
50% O Method 1 Max 85.00 94.25 95.41
Avg 81.02 86.51 89.31
Method 2 Avg 79.19 81.31 79.10
1D 79.02 79.15 79.11
Min 290.0 286.8 294.8
90% O Method 1 Max 294.5 302.9 295.2
Avg 293.9 292.7 295.1
Method 2 Avg 288.7 285.8 289.1
1D 288.5 289.5 289.5
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Table 5.3: Burning Lengths calculated for detonations evolved with the X14 network. The
C-burning lengths were calculated analogously to 1D. The O-burning lengths were calculated
by two methods: Method 1 is measured from the back of the numerical shock to the left-
most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction still has a value greater than or equal to 0.25
or 0.05 (50% or 90% of initial value), and Method 2 is measured from the average position
of the shock to the coordinate where the 16O mass fraction (averaged over y for a given
x-coordinate) has been depleted by 50% or 90%.
X14 Refinement Level
Burning Lengths 6 8 10
Min 0.161 0.166 0.095
50% C Max 0.992 0.622 0.552
Avg 0.696 0.406 0.337
1D 0.370 0.313 0.301
Min 0.800 1.078 0.823
90% C Max 2.305 1.898 1.790
Avg 1.723 1.560 1.419
1D 1.487 1.602 1.584
Min 170.0 168.4 167.4
50% O Method 1 Max 175.0 196.6 173.4
Avg 172.1 181.1 170.8
Method 2 Avg 169.2 174.2 167.5
1D 171.5 171.6 171.6
Min 566.5 569.1 569.3
90% O Method 1 Max 567.0 573.1 569.5
Avg 567.0 570.3 569.4
Method 2 Avg 520.2 559.2 522.5
1D 565.1 565.0 565.1
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Table 5.4: Burning Lengths calculated for detonations evolved with the X14+ap+an
network. The C-burning lengths were calculated analogously to 1D. The O-burning lengths
were calculated by two methods: Method 1 is measured from the back of the numerical
shock to the left-most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction still has a value greater than
or equal to 0.25 or 0.05 (50% or 90% of initial value), and Method 2 is measured from the
average position of the shock to the coordinate where the 16O mass fraction (averaged over
y for a given x-coordinate) has been depleted by 50% or 90%.
X14+ap+an Refinement Level
Burning Lengths 6 8 10
Min 0.162 0.080 -
50% C Max 0.876 0.480 -
Avg 0.598 0.265 -
1D 0.332 0.242 0.169
Min 0.667 0.357 -
90% C Max 1.898 1.355 -
Avg 1.378 0.952 -
1D 0.969 0.959 0.878
Min 72.50 76.75 -
50% O Method 1 Max 84.50 89.75 -
Avg 76.01 82.43 -
Method 2 Avg 73.98 80.43 -
1D 74.41 74.39 74.30
Min 306.5 299.3 -
90% O Method 1 Max 312.0 311.4 -
Avg 307.5 307.5 -
Method 2 Avg 302.0 301.4 -
1D 301.0 302.1 302.1
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Table 5.5: Burning Lengths calculated for detonations evolved with the X150 network. The
C-burning lengths were calculated analogously to 1D. The O-burning lengths were calculated
by two methods: Method 1 is measured from the back of the numerical shock to the left-
most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction still has a value greater than or equal to 0.25
or 0.05 (50% or 90% of initial value), and Method 2 is measured from the average position
of the shock to the coordinate where the 16O mass fraction (averaged over y for a given
x-coordinate) has been depleted by 50% or 90%.
X150 Refinement Level
Burning Lengths 6 8 10
Min 0.219 0.042 -
50% C Max 0.666 0.835 -
Avg 0.401 0.315 -
1D 0.288 0.263 0.204
Min 0.820 0.183 -
90% C Max 1.314 1.225 -
Avg 1.027 0.700 -
1D 0.923 0.866 0.813
Min 19.50 19.00 -
50% O Method 1 Max 23.00 26.13 -
Avg 20.90 22.05 -
Method 2 Avg 20.23 17.20 -
1D 21.67 21.80 21.70
Min 63.50 60.63 -
90% O Method 1 Max 67.00 77.88 -
Avg 66.04 67.68 -
Method 2 Avg 66.23 61.70 -





















Figure 5.8: 16O mass fraction (only plotted for values of 0.25 and higher) resulting from the simulation evolved with
the Aprox13 network at 10 levels of grid refinement. The black arrow represents a possible 1D sample taken in order
to calculate the 50% O-burning length. If burning lengths are measured analogously to 1D, then such a sample that























Figure 5.9: Same as Figure 5.8 but showing the two methods used to calculate O-burning lengths. In method 1 (black
lines showing the minimum, maximum, and average values), we measured from the back of the numerical shock to the
left-most coordinate where the 16O mass fraction was still 0.25 or higher. In method 2, we measured from the average
shock location to the coordinate where the y-average of 16O is 0.25.
Next, we will examine the detonation velocities of the cellular burning fronts and compare
them with our 1D results. These velocities were calculated by recording the time and position
of the shock as it moved across the domain. Figure 5.10 shows the results of these calculations
for the X14 network along with the 1D equivalent at 10 levels of grid refinement. These 2D
velocities track the 1D results quite well on average, even at the coarsest resolution. This
does not seem surprising however because the energy that is released in the reaction zone
should be essentially the same when accounting for the extra dimension in the 2D simulation.
This reasoning is supported by the data in Figure 5.11 which shows a comparison of the total
energy generation rate (integrated over the grid) versus simulation time for the same 1D and
2D detonations shown in Figure 5.10. The additional energy release in the 2D simulation
has been removed by dividing by the 128-cm extent of the y-dimension. So, even though the
distribution of energy generation is di↵erent in 2D versus 1D due to cellular burning, the
total amount of energy delivered to the region in sonic contact with the front (and therefore
available to drive the detonation) is the same. For a 2D pathological detonation that is
unsupported, where a sonic surface is located within the reaction zone, this reasoning would
have to be modified. In this case, unreacted pockets of fuel (created by interactions of triple-
points at the front) could survive beyond the sonic surface, therefore reducing the amount of
energy available to drive the detonation and slightly reducing its velocity relative to 1D. In
addition to the cellular structure itself, the resolution can also alter the distribution of energy
release at and behind the front. But again, the same total amount of energy is added to the
fluid, and because the entire reaction zone is in sonic contact with the front, the detonation
velocity is not a↵ected. This same behavior is observed for all four of the networks that we
considered.
5.2 3D
In this section we show the preliminary results from a 3D detonation tube. Currently, this
simulation has not evolved far enough to make meaningful measurements of the detonation






















Figure 5.10: Plot of the detonation velocities versus time for the 2D results evolved with the
X14 network at three levels of grid refinement. The 1D result at 10 levels of grid refinement
























Figure 5.11: Plot of the total nuclear energy generation integrated over the grid versus
time for the 2D results evolved with the X14 network at three levels of grid refinement.
The 1D result at 10 levels of grid refinement is also shown for comparison. The 2D values
have been divided by 128 to account for the extra 128-cm extent of fluid that was burned
relative to 1D. This data shows that although the distribution of energy release is di↵erent
in 1D versus 2D, and at di↵erent levels of grid refinement, the total energy that is released
is roughly the same.
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simulation in the 16O and 28Si mass fractions. From this simulation, we are interested in how
the cellular features might be altered relative to our 2D results. For example, the detonation
cells will not trace out “flat” diamond shapes but will instead enclose 3D diamond-shaped
volumes. The size of these cells might di↵er from 2D due to triple-points interacting across
a detonation front described by a surface rather than a line. In addition, the well-known
di↵erences between turbulent cascades in 2D and 3D can alter the mixing within the reaction
zone which might cause di↵erences in the elongated burning lengths.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown that both resolution and nuclear network size can a↵ect
the cellular burning features of multi-D C/O detonations. As resolution was improved, the
detonation cells measured for all networks became more irregular and appeared to converge
in size. The sizes and degree of irregularity of the cells also seem to be dependent on the
size of the network used to evolve the detonations. Because of this irregularity, as well
as the limited resolution used for the larger networks, it is di cult to discern the nature
of this relationship. The length-to-width ratios of these cells were shown to be similar as
measured for all networks, but there appears to be a trend toward slightly smaller ratios
as network size is increased. In addition, the triple-points (which trace the path of these
detonation cells) were clearly a↵ected by network size, with stronger triple-points observed
for the larger networks. Due to multi-D e↵ects, the definition of a burning length is unclear.
However, the e↵ective region where a particular mass fraction is diminished everywhere by
a certain amount is increased relative to the 1D burning lengths. These elongated burning
regions are caused by burning under various thermodynamic conditions at the front as well
as burning among extensive mixing in the following flow. Regardless of the method by which
the burning lengths are measured, they are all subject to the same dependence on network
size as described in 1D (due to the particular reactions available to each network). Also
similar to 1D, the C-burning lengths converged in size as resolution was improved, whereas
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Figure 5.12: Plot of the 16O mass fraction resulting from an unsupported 3D detonation
evolved with the Aprox13 network at 8 levels of grid resolution (5⇥107 g cm 3).
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Figure 5.13: Plot of the 28Si mass fraction resulting from an unsupported 3D detonation
evolved with the Aprox13 network at 8 levels of grid resolution (5⇥107 g cm 3).
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the O-burning lengths were resolved at all resolutions that we considered. The detonation
velocities measured for a given network in 2D were essentially the same as those found in
1D. This makes sense when considering that the total energy released behind the front was
the same in 1D and 2D (when accounting for the extent of the extra spatial dimension in
2D); because the detonations are of the CJ type, the same amount of energy was available
to drive the detonations. These 2D detonation velocities also showed no dependence on grid
resolution.
From these results, we conclude that although the e↵ective burning region of a particular
fuel is increased due to multi-D considerations, this increase is small relative to the e↵ects
that using a larger network can have on the burning lengths. This does not mean that the
multi-D e↵ects are unimportant. It is still true that when simulating full-star explosions
where approximate burning models are used, those models that include the e↵ects of
cellular burning (e.g. increased burning lengths) can result in di↵erent isotopic yields (from
incomplete burning in low-density environments) relative to those that do not include these
e↵ects. The changes in burning lengths due to the use of larger reaction networks simply





Given the di↵erences we observe in detonation propagation as a function of network size,
we will apply our new network technology to an astrophysical situation. SN2014J was the
closest Type Ia supernova in decades at a distance of 3.5 Mpc. Located within the nearby
M82 galaxy, its close proximity allowed the most detailed gamma-ray observations of a SNe
Ia to date. By most standards it was a “normal” Type Ia event, both spectroscopically
and photometrically. However, early-time gamma-ray observations by Diehl et al. (2014)
showed the presence of low-velocity 56Ni in the outer regions of the ejecta (But, the late-
time gamma-ray data show no compelling evidence for prominent velocity substructure as
measured by Churazov et al. (2015)). These characteristics stand out as peculiar because
IGEs (including 56Ni) are not normally strong features in early-time SNe Ia observations
due to being confined to the inner regions of the remnant (see Chapter 1). Additionally, the
matter in the outer ejecta is known to have high velocities, so the presence of low-velocity 56Ni
is indeed strange in these regions. In order to explain the observations, Diehl et al. (2014)
considered a modified version of the double-detonation scenario (Section 1.3.3), where a
detonation in an equatorial He-belt, rather than a He-shell, gives rise to the secondary C/O
detonation. They proposed that, if viewed along one of the poles, this model could result in
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observations of low-velocity 56Ni in the outer ejecta by constraining the velocities of the 56Ni
(produced during the He-detonation) to directions mostly perpendicular to our line of sight
(see Figure 6.1). So, although this 56Ni does, in fact, have high velocities like the rest of the
matter at the same radius, only a small component of its velocity is in our line of sight, and
it is the line-of-sight velocities that we can infer from the spectra of such distant objects.
6.1 Simulations
We performed 2D axisymmetric simulations of this explosion scenario in order to explore its
ability to produce the early-time 56Ni-features observed in SN2014J. For most simulations we
used a 13-species (Aprox13) nuclear reaction network, but taking advantage of our custom
version of FLASH, we also revisited two of the simulations using a 150-species network
(implemented with XNet; Hix and Thielemann (1999)) to see how improved nuclear kinetics
might a↵ect the results. We set up our models in two di↵erent ways. In one approach, we
ignited a detonation in an equatorial belt of He surrounding a C/O WD. If successful, these
He-detonations transitioned directly into C-detonations at the He-C/O interface, processing
the entire object into heavier elements. The other approach we took was to assume that
a detonation had already occurred in a He-belt and that the He was burned to pure 56Ni
before the core was detonated. For these models we started with an equatorial belt of 56Ni
surrounding a C/O WD and ignited a detonation at its center.
Our progenitor models were created by first generating 1D density and pressure profiles
for a WD1 with a central density of 5⇥107 g cm 3 (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). WDs with central
densities of 2.5⇥107 and 7.5⇥107 g cm 3 were tried as well but these models produced too
little (⇠0.3 M ) or too much (⇠0.9 M ) 56Ni in the core, in disagreement with the ⇠0.6 M 
of 56Ni inferred for SN2014J. We then mapped these 1D profiles into FLASH as our initial
conditions and used the equation of state to calculate the temperature. All progenitors were
given a homogeneous 50-50 C/O composition. The belts were created by replacing a “plug”
1These WD profiles were generated using publicly available software from Frank Timmes’ cococubed
website (http://cococubed.asu.edu)
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Figure 6.1: Explosion scenario proposed by Diehl et al. (2014). The 56Ni produced during
the He-belt detonation has large velocities like the rest of the matter in the outer ejecta,
but its component in the line-of-sight of the observer is small because it is confined to an
equatorial belt.
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of C/O in the outer region of the WDs with either pure 4He or 56Ni. Due to the axisymmetry,
this is equivalent to a “belt” of material (Figure 6.4). The belts were embedded within the
WD in order to minimize spreading of the belt material while the initial detonations were
ignited. We used both constant-density belts as well as belts whose densities followed the
underlying WD profile. The constant-density belts were embedded in the outer edge of
the WD to a depth where their constant densities matched with the corresponding density
contour within the WD (e.g. a belt with a constant density of 2⇥106 g cm 3 would sit
atop the 2⇥106 g cm 3 contour within the WD; see Figure 6.5). The width is then set to
result in a desired total mass for the belt. The belts with stratified densities were given the
same geometries as their constant-density counterparts but their density falls o↵ with the
WD profile. The background fluid for all simulations was given a C/O composition with a
density and temperature of 1⇥10 3 g cm 3 and 3⇥107 K, respectively.
He-Belt Models
The He-belt models consisted of eight constant-density belts and six belts with stratified
densities (Table 6.1). The two models marked with X150 used the 150-species network in
place of the 13-species alpha-chain. The temperature of all He-belts was set to 3 ⇥ 107
K and the hotspots used to ignite detonations in this He were given a radius of 75 km
and a temperature of 5⇥108 K. These hotspots were placed above the He-C/O interface at
heights of 25% and 10% of the belt thickness for the constant-density and stratified-density
belts, respectively. In addition, some of the He-belts were given a crescent shape in order to
test a di↵erent (perhaps more realistic) geometry. The crescent shapes were constructed by
creating a hypothetical circle with 3⇥ the radius of the WD and o↵setting it in the negative
x-direction until its edge is at the desired density contour of the WD (Figure 6.6). Then the


















Density vs. Radius -- WD with ρc = 5×10
7 g cm-3
Density
Figure 6.2: Log-Log plot of density vs radius for a WD with central density of






















Pressure vs. Radius -- WD with ρc = 5×10
7 g cm-3
Pressure
Figure 6.3: Log-Log plot of pressure vs radius for a WD with central density of
5⇥ 107 g cm 3
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Figure 6.4: In order to represent a belt of He or Ni around the WD, it is only necessary to




Figure 6.5: The red region represents a “belt” of He or Ni with a density of 2⇥ 106 g cm 3.
It is embedded into the WD until it reaches the density contour with the same value.
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Figure 6.6: The crescent-shaped belts were created by using a hypothetical circle 3x the
radius of the WD and o↵setting it in the negative x-direction until its edge meets the desired
density contour of the WD. The region of the WD that does not overlap with the larger
circle is then filled with He.
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Table 6.1: Results from He-belt simulations. Masses, densities, and kinetic energies are in units of M , 106 g cm 3, and
1051 ergs, respectively. The FWHM defines a velocity range with units of km s 1. The subscripts b and c stand for core
and belt, respectively.
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Belt Description Mb ⇢ 6,b MNi,c MNi,b MSi MIME Ek FWHM Model
Crescent 0.041 Follow WD ⇢ (2.0) 0.534 0.017 0.237 0.412 1.131 9100 He-K
0.034 Follow WD ⇢ (1.75) 0.533 0.012 0.239 0.415 1.105 8200 He-L
0.034 Follow WD ⇢ (1.75) X150 0.558 0.008 0.202 0.371 1.103 7600 He-L-150
Gradient 0.030 Follow WD ⇢ (2.0) 0.538 0.0164 0.228 0.401 1.115 7100 He-I
0.030 Follow WD ⇢ (2.5) 0.540 0.0185 0.228 0.400 1.126 7300 He-J
0.030 Follow WD ⇢ (2.5) X150 0.561 0.015 0.198 0.365 1.128 7800 He-J-150
Constant 0.075 1.0 0.589 0.0342 0.207 0.366 1.135 10200 He-A
1.5 0.543 0.0482 0.237 0.414 1.190 11800 He-B
2.0 0.541 0.0544 0.239 0.416 1.212 12100 He-C
2.5 0.538 0.0578 0.243 0.422 1.226 11900 He-D
0.1 1.0 0.612 0.0478 0.196 0.345 1.161 11100 He-E
1.5 0.551 0.0660 0.234 0.410 1.235 11600 He-F
2.0 0.546 0.0729 0.239 0.416 1.259 12900 He-G
2.5 0.547 0.0788 0.240 0.419 1.281 12800 He-H
Ni-Belt Models
The Ni-belt models consisted of two constant-density belts and two belts with stratified
densities (Table 6.2). One of the stratified belts was given 3⇥ the value of the underlying
WD density to see how increased density (caused by burning the He to Ni) might a↵ect the
results. Both the constant-density and stratified-density Ni-belts were given a temperature
of T = 1⇥108 K. The hotspots used to ignite the C-detonations were given a temperature
of 3⇥109 K , a radius of 75 km, and were initiated at the center of the C/O cores.
6.2 Results
In order to compare the results of our simulations with observations of SN2014J, we looked
for general agreement with the peculiar 56Ni features as well as indication of a normal Type
Ia SNe. Diehl et al. (2014) estimated the presence of ⇠0.06 M  of 56Ni in the outer ejecta
with velocities that were . 2500 km s 1, so we used these two values as indicators of the 56Ni
features. The total mass of the 56Ni produced by the He-detonations was calculated directly
(Figure 6.7), and this mass was separated into line-of-sight velocity bins in order to create
histograms illustrating its distribution with line-of-sight velocities. We used the full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM) of these histograms as a common measure of the range in velocities
for each of our models. In addition, we calculated the core-56Ni masses, total IME masses,
and explosion energies to ensure that these characteristics were in line with normal SNe Ia.
6.2.1 He-Belts
Our first models consisted of detonations in the crescent-shaped He-belts with stratified
densities. These simulations (models He-K and He-L in Table 6.1) represented our most
realstic approach. Both simulations resulted in He-detonations that successfully transitioned
into edge-lit detonations of the underlying C/O WD. Table 6.1 shows that both simulations
produced core-56Ni masses, total IME masses, and explosion energies that correspond to







Figure 6.7: Results from a typical simulation. Density is plotted in gray-scale and 56Ni
is pictured in the rainbow color scheme. The total mass of 56Ni synthesized in the belt is
calculated and this mass is separated into line-of-sight velocity bins to create histograms of
its distribution.
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Table 6.2: Results from Ni-belt simulations. Masses, densities, and kinetic energies are in units of M , 106 g cm 3, and
1051 ergs, respectively. The FWHM defines a velocity range with units of km s 1. The subscripts b and c stand for core
and belt, respectively.
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Belt Description Mb ⇢ 6,b MNi,c MSi MIME Ek FWHM Model
Gradient 0.023 Follow WD ⇢ (2.0) 0.561 0.240 0.421 1.127 2100 Ni-C
0.068 3x WD ⇢ (2.0) 0.561 0.242 0.427 1.110 700 Ni-D
Constant 0.075 2.0 0.589 0.207 0.366 1.135 1800 Ni-A
0.1 2.5 0.543 0.237 0.414 1.190 1700 Ni-B
the He-detonations to be consistent with observations, and the belt-56Ni that was produced
had line-of-sight velocities that were too large. Figure 6.8 shows the results from model He-
K. The belt-56Ni has been noticably spread out by the explosion and the distribution of this
56Ni with line-of-sight velocity is shown in Figure 6.9. The FWHM encloses a velocity range
up to ⇠9000 km s 1, well above the ⇠2500 km s 1 velocity range inferred by Diehl et al.
(2014). From Table 6.1, it should be obvious that these models were unable to synthesize
enough belt-56Ni because they did not contain enough initial He in their belts. In order for
them to have an adequate amount of He, we would have needed to embedded the crescent
belts further into the WD or change their geometries to make them wrap further toward
the poles. Both of these considerations would have led to more 56Ni, however they would
have also led to more of this 56Ni with line-of-sight velocites that were too large, in essence,
trading one ruinous result for another.
In order to reduce the line-of-sight velocities imparted to the belt-56Ni, we next modeled
He-belts with stratified densities that were geometrically confined near the equator (models
He-I and He-J in Table 6.1). We speculate that the confinement of these belts might
be realized due to rotation or magnetic fields, although our means of providing this
confinement was purely geometrical. Both of these models resulted in successful edge-lit
double-detonations and produced isotopic yields and energetics in agreement with normal
SNe Ia (Table 6.1). Using these confined belts did slightly reduce the line-of-sight velocities
of the belt-56Ni, but the values still remained too high, above ⇠7,000 km s 1. In addition,
like the crescent belts, we were unable to add enough He to produce the amount of 56Ni
observed by Diehl et al. (2014). Increasing the amount of He by embedding the belts even
deeper inside the WD becomes unrealistic, and adding He by increasing the width of the
belts only further stymies our attempt to constrain the line-of-sight velocities of the Ni.
Figure 6.10 shows the results from model He-I, illustrating the spread of belt-56Ni that leads
to the large line-of-sight velocity range of this Ni shown in Figure 6.11.
In an attempt to increase the amount of 56Ni produced by the He-detonations, we next





























Figure 6.8: Results from model He-K. A detonation in the crescent-shaped He-belt produces
a belt of 56Ni with a similar shape, which reaches far from the equatorial region.
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Figure 6.9: Results from model He-K. The FWHM shows that most of the belt-56Ni has





























Figure 6.10: Results from model He-I. Even with a geometrically confined belt, the He-
detonation spreads the resulting 56Ni far from the equator.
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Figure 6.11: Results from model He-I. The FWHM shows that most of the belt 56Ni has
line-of-sight velocities below ⇠7000 km s 1.
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0.075 M  or 0.1 M , and the constant densities were 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, or 2.5⇥106 g cm 3 (Table
6.1). Like the previous models, these simulations resulted in successful double-detonations
and characteristics that agree with normal Type Ia events. By increasing the amount of He
in the belts, many of these He-detonations were able to synthesize between 0.05-0.08 M 
of 56Ni, in agreement with Diehl et al. (2014). However, the line-of-sight velocities of the
56Ni were much too large in all cases. Figure 6.12 shows the results from model He-C, where
the belt-56Ni has been spread far from the equator, giving it large line-of-sight velocities in
excess of 12,000 km s 1 as seen in Figure 6.13. So it seems that any attempt to produce a
su cient amount of belt-56Ni results in further discrepancies with the observed line-of-sight
velocities.
Improved Nuclear Kinetics
Using a larger nuclear reaction network can alter the production of IGEs (and potentially the
amount and distribution of 56Ni) relative to reduced networks and more accurately captures
the nuclear energy released in the process. So we re-ran two of our simulations using a
150-species network (marked with X150 in Table 6.1) in place of the 13-species network that
was used for all other runs in order to see how this might a↵ect our results. It is important
to note that the 13 alpha-chain species (shown in red in Figure 6.14) are only connected
through (↵, )-links and heavy-ion reactions between C and O. Whereas, the large network
(sum of all red and blue squares in Figure 6.14) follows 150 species and includes all of the
reactions that link them. This means that there are many more reaction pathways available
as the C/O fuel is processed into heavier elements when using the large network, and this
can impact the final abundances as we will see.
Figure 6.18 shows a time sequence comparing models He-K and He-K-X150. Both
simulations were given a confined He-belt with stratified density that started at 2.5⇥106
g cm 3 and fell o↵ with the WD density. The only di↵erence between these models is
that He-K used the 13-species network while He-K-X150 used the 150-species network. In





























Figure 6.12: Results from model He-C. Detonations in this geometrically confined,
constant-density He-belt produces more 56Ni than its stratified-density counterpart, but the
56Ni is spread even further from the equator.
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Figure 6.13: Results from model He-C. The FWHM shows that most of the belt 56Ni has
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Figure 6.14: Plot of proton number versus neutron number showing the isotopes involved in the 13-species network (red)
and the 150-species network (sum of red and blue).
fraction of 44Ti has been included. As the simulations evolve, it is noticable that the 150-
species network produces 56Ni more slowly in the core. This happens because the reactions
in the reduced network can only follow one path toward the Fe-peak, whereas burning in
the large network can deviate from the alpha-pathway into more neutron-rich isotopes on its
way to 56Ni. Figure 6.15 shows that, due to the high density in the center of the WD, both
simulations eventually burn to completion there, resulting in large amounts of 56Ni. On the
other hand, the He-detonations occur in the lower-density outer regions of the WD, where
the reactions are truncated by expansion before the burning completes. Therefore, because
the large network burns to 56Ni more slowly than the reduced network, when expansion
quenches the burning in the outer regions there is less belt-56Ni produced in model He-L-
X150 (also shown in Figure 6.15). A comparison of the histograms (Figures 6.16 and 6.17)
also shows the lower mass of belt-56Ni produced by the 150-species network relative to the
reduced network, and furthermore it demonstrates that the large network does not help to
constrain the line-of-sight velocities when compared to the reduced network. In fact, due
to the reduction in belt-56Ni, the FWHM range is slightly larger for the 150-species results
than for the 13-species. One other notable di↵erence between the simulations is that there
is less 44Ti produced by the large network compared to the alpha-network (Figures 6.18 and
6.15). This reduction in the amount of both 44Ti and 56Ni is important because these are
radioactive isotopes that are observable to  -ray telescopes.
6.2.2 Ni-Belts
From the results of the He-belt simulations, it is clear that in order for this modified explosion
mechanism to produce results consistent with the observations of SN2014J, there must be
some mechanism to equatorially constrain the ashes produced during the He-detonations.
So, as a final approach, we made the assumption that there is some mechanism to provide
the constraint, and we modeled this case by igniting detonations in the centers of C/O WDs
surrounded by equatorial belts of pure 56Ni. For these simulations, we found that the line-



















































Figure 6.15: Comparison of the final results from models He-K and He-K-X150.
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Figure 6.16: Results from model He-K. The FWHM shows that most of the belt 56Ni has
line-of-sight velocities below ⇠7300 km s 1.
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Figure 6.17: Results from model He-K-X150. The FWHM shows that most of the belt
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Figure 6.18: A comparison of models He-K and He-K-X150, showing the first 0.5s of the evolution.
constant- and stratified-density belts) and that the amount of 56Ni also agreed with the
observations. Figure 6.19 shows the results from model Ni-A (Table 6.2), which was given a
confined belt of 56Ni with a constant density of 2⇥106 g cm 3. The mass of the belt-56Ni did
not change during the explosion, and so remains 0.075 M  for this model, but it has been
spread out by the explosion. However, the majority of this 56Ni mass is still concentrated
within the equatorial plane, so its line-of-sight velocities are constrained to small values
(below ⇠1800 km s 1) as can be seen in the histogram in Figure 6.20.
Figure 6.21 shows the results of model Ni-C, which was given a confined 56Ni-belt that
followed the WD profile from 2⇥106 g cm 3. The confinement of this 56Ni after the explosion
is clear and Figure 6.22 shows how this confinement translates to a small range in line-of-
sight velocities. Despite the good agreement with the line-of-sight velocities of the belt-56Ni,
there is not enough of it in the initial stratified belt. But, the 56Ni resulting from a previous
He-detonation should have higher density that the initial He. Thus, by increasing the density
of our stratified 56Ni-belt, we can increase its initial (and final) mass. Model Ni-D was given
such a confined belt whose density was 3x the underlying WD density profile. Figure 6.23
shows the resulting 56Ni mass fraction of this model and Figure 6.24 shows that the range
in line-of-sight velocities for this model are su ciently constrained. All of the models are
also shown to be consistent with normal Type Ia events: core-56Ni masses between 0.5-0.6
M , IMEs around 0.4 M , and explosion energies of ⇠1.1⇥1051 ergs (Table 6.2). Thus, we
categorize these Ni-belt models as being plausible progenitor models for SN2014J.
6.3 Summary
With these exploratory models, we have shown that the modified double-detonation scenario
proposed by Diehl et al. (2014) might be capable of producing the early-time 56Ni features
observed in SN2014J. However, this is only true under the assumption that the ashes of the
He-belt detonation can be equatorially confined by some mechanism. We have contrived a





























Figure 6.19: Results of model Ni-A. The belt of 56Ni has been spread out by the explosion
but the majority of its mass is still close to the equator.
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Figure 6.20: Results from model Ni-A. The FWHM shows that most of the belt-56Ni has





























Figure 6.21: Results from model Ni-C. The belt-56Ni has not been spread out much by the
explosion and so remains near the equator.
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Figure 6.22: Results from model Ni-C. The FWHM shows that most of the belt-56Ni has





























Figure 6.23: Results from model Ni-D. The belt-56Ni has not been spread out much by
the explosion and so remains near the equator. By increasing the density by 3⇥ relative to
model Ni-C, the belt-56Ni resides deeper inside the remnant.
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Figure 6.24: Results from model Ni-D. The FWHM shows that most of the belt-56Ni has
line-of-sight velocities below ⇠700 km s 1
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however it is uncertain how it could be constructed by nature. This confinement might
be realized due to rotation or possibly the presence of magnetic fields. These e↵ects are
important to this explosion scenario and will be explored in future work.
Although the use of improved nuclear kinetics did not appreciably a↵ect the dynamics of
the ejecta, it did result in the production of less 56Ni and 44Ti relative to the Aprox13 network.
These radioactive isotopes are observable to astronomers, and this is important even outside
the scope of this particular modified explosion mechanism that we have been considering.
Specifically, in the traditional double-detonation scenario, the presence of IGEs in the outer
ejecta (produced by detonations in He-shells) has been problematic because it is in conflict
with observations. However, recent simulations have shown that He-detonations that lead to
successful double-detonations can be sustained in very thin He-shells, reducing the amount
of IGEs that are produced (Fink et al., 2010). But one of the remaining obstacles for this
explosion mechanism is the over-production of Ti (Kromer et al., 2010). The reduction of 56Ni
that we found in our simulations is probably not as important in these thin He-shell models
because the burning is truncated before producing 56Ni. However, the reduction in 44Ti can
give better agreement with observations and so might prove to be useful in advocating for





In this work, we have simulated C/O detonations in low-density environments to understand
how using improved nuclear kinetics in place of commonly-used reduced networks (e.g. ↵-
chains) can influence the outcome of SNe Ia models. In addition to 1D detonations, we also
simulated 2D and 3D (preliminary) detonations to account for the multi-D e↵ects of cellular
structure and to explore a large-scale explosion model. We also carried out many of our
simulations over a range of grid resolutions to investigate the e↵ects of unresolved burning.
We found that nuclear network size has the largest influence on our detonation models.
The burning length (time) scales over which a fuel source is depleted can be significantly
decreased when using a large nuclear reaction network relative to a reduced network. This can
a↵ect the outcome of full-star explosion models by altering the incomplete burning products;
for a given density, incomplete burning with a large network would be “more complete”
than with a reduced network. On the other hand, the size of these burning lengths can be
increased by cellular structure in multi-D models, although this e↵ect is smaller compared to
the influence of network size. This increase in burning lengths would cause the incomplete
burning to be “less complete” than predicted by a 1D model at a given density. Therefore,
it is the combination of these two e↵ects that would result in the most accurate burning
lengths. Additionally, burning lengths that are smaller than the size of the grid zones can
be artificially increased due to burning in an entire (coarse) zone. Although we only found
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the C-burning lengths to be unresolved (at our lowest resolution) in our simulations, the
O- and Si-burning lengths can also be unresolved in large-scale models. This can result
in a larger volume of fuel being burned in a given time than would be burned in a more
resolved simulation. The detonation velocities measured from our simulations were found to
be essentially una↵ected by resolution and dimensionality, but there was a small dependence
on network size.
In addition to these small-scale simulations, we investigated the e↵ects of using our higher-
fidelity nuclear kinetics in the context of a particular astrophysical situation. Specifically,
we explored the plausibility of a modified version of the double-detonation scenario, where
the initial detonation occurs in a He-belt rather than a He-shell. One of our results from
this investigation showed that using a large reaction network in place of a reduced network
decreased the amount of 56Ni and 44Ti that was produced by the He-detonation at low-
densities. The reduction of these isotopes occurred because the large network has more
reaction pathways than the reduced network, so as the large network processes the fuel
toward the Fe-peak, the path of the burning (in the proton-neutron plane) can deviate
away from (into more neutron-rich isotopes) the only path available to the ↵-network; the
burning proceeds more slowly toward 56Ni using the large network. Therefore, when the
nuclear reactions cease due to expansion at a given time, the burning evolved with the large
network has not proceeded as far as that evolved with the reduced network, so there the
amount of these two isotopes is smaller. This is a di↵erent e↵ect of using the large network
than the one resulting in decreased burning lengths, although the cause is the same. In the
latter case (decreased burning lengths), the additional reaction pathways act to diminish
a fuel source (e.g. C, O, Si) more quickly, whereas in the former case (slowed evolution
toward the Fe-peak), the additional reaction pathways can slow the rate at which a product
nucleus is populated. As we explained in the conclusions of Chapter 6, this can change the
isotopic yields resulting from full-star explosion models and perhaps give better agreement
with observations.
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These results emphasize the need to include high-fidelity nuclear kinetics in full-star SNe
Ia simulations if the results are to be of a predictive value. This can be accomplished by
evolving a large nuclear reaction network in situ or by incorporating the e↵ects of a large
network in an approximate burning scheme. If the former method is chosen, we have shown
that care must be taken to avoid the unintentional suppression of large-scale cellular features
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Appendix A - The FLASH code
The simulations performed in this research were all carried out within FLASH (version
4; Fryxell et al., 2000), a parallel simulation code that is capable of handling reactive,
compressible flow problems in astrophysical environments. The widely-used directionally-
split piecewise-parabolic method (Collela and Woodward, 1984) was chosen to evolve the
Euler equations on an adaptive mesh, and these equations were closed using an equation of
state relevant for electron-degenerate environments. In the public version of FLASH there
are three nuclear reaction networks available to evolve the burning in a simulation; a 7-,
13-, and 19-species network. Of these, we often utilize the 13-species ”Aprox13” ↵-chain.
This network has been shown to capture energy generation rates for carbon and oxygen
comparable to larger networks without their computational burden (Timmes et al., 2000b).
The reactions include (↵,  ) and (↵, p)(p,  ) links as well as their reverse sequences among
the 13 isotopes 4He, 12C, 16O, 20Ne, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 36Ar, 40Ca, 44Ti, 48Cr, 52Fe, and 56Ni.
Below we have included the Config files as well as the problem setup files for all of our
simulations:







REQUESTS IO REQUESTS IO/IOMain/hdf5/parallel/PM
D xhe4 mass fraction of he4
D xc12 mass fraction of c12
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D xo16 mass fraction of o16
D rhoAmbient density of the cold upstream material
D tempAmbient temperature of the cold upstream material
D velxAmbient x-velocity of the cold upstream material
D rhoPerturb density of the post shock material
D tempPerturb temperature of the post shock material
D velxPerturb x-velocity of the post shock material
D radiusPerturb distance below which perturbation is applied
D x/y/zCenterPerturb origin of the of the perturbation
D usePseudo1d .true. for a 1d initial configuration, with the
D & copied along the y and z directions
D & .false. for a spherical configuration
D noiseAmplitude white noise amplitude added to perturbation
D noiseDistance distances above and below r init get noise
PARAMETER xhe4 REAL 0.0 [0.0 to 1.0]
PARAMETER xc12 REAL 1.0 [0.0 to 1.0]
PARAMETER xo16 REAL 0.0 [0.0 to 1.0]
PARAMETER rhoAmbient REAL 1.0e7 [0 to ]
PARAMETER tempAmbient REAL 2.0e8 [0 to ]
PARAMETER velxAmbient REAL 0.0
PARAMETER rhoPerturb REAL 4.236e7
PARAMETER tempPerturb REAL 4.423e9
PARAMETER velxPerturb REAL 2.876E+08
PARAMETER radiusPerturb REAL 25.6
PARAMETER xCenterPerturb REAL 0.0
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PARAMETER yCenterPerturb REAL 0.0
PARAMETER zCenterPerturb REAL 0.0
PARAMETER usePseudo1d BOOLEAN FALSE
PARAMETER noiseAmplitude REAL 1.0e-2
PARAMETER noiseDistance REAL 5.0


















# ambient medium outside star
#
# dens fluff = density of the fluff
# temp fluff = temperature of the fluff
# xc12 fluff = c12 mass fraction of the fluff
# xo16 fluff = o16 mass fraction of the fluff
PARAMETER dens fluff REAL 1.0e-3
PARAMETER temp fluff REAL 3.0e7
PARAMETER xc12 fluff REAL 0.5e0




PARAMETER ignite BOOLEAN FALSE
PARAMETER x match REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER y match REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER z match REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER r match REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER t ignite REAL 4.e9
PARAMETER useBelt BOOLEAN FALSE
PARAMETER inBelt REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER outBelt REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER topBelt REAL 0.e0
PARAMETER bottomBelt REAL 0.e0
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PARAMETER densMult REAL 1.e0
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Appendix B – XNet
XNet Hix and Thielemann (1999) is a thermonuclear reaction network that is capable
of including an arbitrary number of species with all of their interconnecting reactions
(REACLIB). The system of ODEs that describe a particular network are solved with the
LAPACK DGESV routine and the Backward Euler scheme evolves the system in time.
Because the public version of FLASH only includes three small network, we created a custom
version of FLASH that includes three new networks that are evolved with XNet; a 14-, 42-,
and 150-species network. In order to do so, we needed to add an initialization routine that
reads in and distributes the nuclear data from the master MPI rank to all other ranks. We
also needed to alter a few FLASH routines because FLASH requires knowledge of the network
size during the setup of a problem. By creating a set of Python scripts that take XNet data
(e.g. number of species, proton and neutron numbers, binding energies of each species)
files as input, we automated this process to make adding new networks to FLASH a trivial
task. However, evolving a large nuclear reaction network in each zone of a hydrodynamics
code every time step can be computationally quite burdensome. The cost of solving large
networks increases as the number of species squared and can end up dominating the runtime
of simulations. In order to ameliorate part of this burden, we added OpenMP threading
to the initialization routines and to the burning routine that FLASH uses to loop over the
local blocks and all of their zones. The XNet code was already “thread safe” so we only
needed to alter several FLASH files and interface routines. With this threaded version of
FLASH/XNet, we were able to decrease the runtime by about 5⇥ with 8 OpenMP threads
per MPI rank. This custom version of FLASH a↵orded us the unique ability to study
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